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N. B., Phillips, President Union N a 
Bank.
B Etional
AL W O R THLEY, Phillips, Dr ugs, F u r
nishing
Hats, Caps, &c.
B EAL, H. Goods,
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A. J., Portland, Counselor and
Attorney at Law.
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A. S., Farmington, Boots.
etc.
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AND LE R , W . M., Phillips, Black Smith
and Job Worker.
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M, W „ Phillips, Boots, Shoes, Rub
bers
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DSTY, and
J. D„ Phillips, Groceries, ConfectUmery, Paints and Oils.
EARMER,
Sam’l, Phillips, Barden House and
Livery Stable.
FARRAR,
B., Farmington, Harnesses, BlanKtt8% itohcs (im l rt'unkit. Prices vory low.
FLETCHER,
G. H., Farmington, Proprietor
Forest House.
F ARDEN,
M. W „ Phillips, Fashionable H air
Dresser.
H ALL,
Joseph S., Fort Fairfield, Black Smith
Supplies, Horse Shoeing and Job Work.
H INKLEY,
N. U., Phillips, Dry Goods, Gro
ceries, dee.
MUNTER,
Warren, Strong, Physician and
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H UNTER.
D. Co., Portland, Groceries and
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BALL, F.
., Phillips, Physician anc
K Surgeon.
OORE, E. W., Augusta, Crayon Portrai
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M OORE,
O. M., Phillips, Job Prin ter; Edito
and P roprietor of the Phonograph.
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Jas. Jr., Phillips, Attorney a
Law.
MARKER,
B. T., Phillips, Watchmaker aru
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RESCOTT, E. D., Phillips, Proprietor Elm
wood House,
P OBINSON,
E. M., Phillips, Furniture, Cot'
and Caskets.
RAWfinsYER
, P. A., Phillips, Attorney am
Counselor at Law.
S AW
TKLLE, Frank, West Waterville, Tax
idermist
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S OULE,
J. M., Phillips Grave S eme Manu
S facturer.
Lee, Farmington, Livery Sta
hie.
S TOYELL,
j . E., Phillips, Cashier Unlor
National Bank.
T HOMPSON,
OOTHAKER, A., Phillips, Lumber man
Surveyin', Ac.
T OOTHAKER,
D. H., Phillips, Dry Goods d
Groceries.
T OOTHAKER,
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attractive.
The house is heated by j
a large furna< e in the cellar.
The company on this occassion,
GR E E T I N G ■
I was made up of young and old of all
BY P. A. SAWYER, ESQ
1denominations, many with whom we
[Read at the recent reception, given by Mr. | were acquainted, and many more new
and Mrs. N. U. Hinkley, Phillips-]
faces which are not yet familiar.
With words of cheer and gladness
After a season of pleasant conversa
Your friends are come to-night.
tion, and greeting of friends, brief
To bring a ray of sunshine
To make the patuway bright.
and appropriate remarks ’ ere made
We’ve come to greet you in your home.
by E. Fields, Esq., congratulating the
Laden with words of cheer,
couple upon their progress in life, now
And hope to gild the moments
With joy while we are here.
having reached the thirteenth anniver
Along life’s path we tread our way;
sary of their wedded union with two
And witness frowns and smiles ;
bright and beautiful gills to grace and
But friendship sheds a cheerful ray,
And many hours beguiles.
cheer their household, and an infantYou, too, have friends, as here you see.
in-arms, who bears the respected name
Who wish you peace and joy,
o f his benevolent grandsire. The new
That life to you may pleasures bring
And little e’er annoy.
home was noticed iu a fitting aud com
May children’s faces, fresh and bright.
plimentary
manner.
Cast sunbeams on your way ;
And may they prove a blessing, true,
P. A . Sawyer Esq., read an original
When you are old and gray.
poem, which we present elsewhere, hav
Don’t start, ray friends, to hear me speak
ing the sentiment of those present.
Of age and silvery hair;
Such tilings are but the 10"$ of all—
A . Toothaker, Esq., followed in
They come with time and care.
brief but highly commendatory re
And you, with age and furrowed brows,
marks upon the business tack integ
Will falter as you tread ;
Those joys which sometimes seem moat dear rity and ability of his sou-iu-law, with
Oft leave when years are fled.
whom he has long been more or less
But lives of purity and truth
connected in business.
Wholesome
Will bring to you when old—
When things you loved in youth are fled—
advice to other young people present
Joys of a higher mould.
was also given, coining from one who
* * * * * * * * *
is authority on good councils, and
May your house ever be a home
Where pure affection finds
whose kuowledge of human nature
A lodging-place within each breast,
and the world is notable.
Which hearts the closer binds.
Joel W ilbur, Esq., closed the re
May morning, noon and evening tell
<>f naught but joy and peace;
marks for the evening in his usual
And may the years which onward fly
happy manner, suggesting the senti
Mark all those joys increase.
ment that mine host might never re
The tenderest ties we know on earth
May all be centered here.
gret his first attack of of the ToothIf each and all shall ever strive
ake-r. M r. Hinkley having once had
To read their duty clear.
his business swept away by flood, and
And we take pleasure, friends, to-night.
In looking o’er the past;
again by fire, bis pluck an 1 enterprise
W e find the proofs of strongest type—
have brought him above disaster like
Your love will ever last.
pure gold and silver,having been purifi
Husband and Father! nobler wreathes
May ne’er be yours to wear,
ed thereby.
And may you always honor her
For whom you’ve sworn to care.
After the speeches, music was fui And may the wife and mother
nished by a choir of fami’iar voices,
No higher portion ask.
and the Phillips Baud discoursed sev
Than in the love and sunshine
Of home to ever bask.
eral selections in their i n t . 1 artistic
May these young “ I ucis of promise,"
manner. In meandering about the
Entrusted to your care,
spacious dwelling, the doors of which
Learn lessons that may guide them
To shun temptation’s snare.
were open wide to all patrons, the
Their hearts are pure and sinless.
preponderance of the tide was towards
And may their presence prove
the upper regions, and iu our capacity
The bond which binds your union
In strongest ties of love.
editorial— merely looking for notes—
For thirteen years, to-night, you’ve been
we, with others of young blood left
Together on the way,
the more venerable sires and goodly
And as you look into the past,
It seems but yesterday,
mothers in the easy chairs of down
No doubt, when you first plighted
stairs, to chat tlie pleasant evening
Those vows which bind your souls.
And which are linked the firmer
away,and ruminate on the halcyon days
As time its cycles rolls.
of their youth, while those who were
We wish you all the blessings
afraid the time would come too soon
Which fall to mortals’ lot,
And may you all life's duties
when youthful pleasures would be past,
Perform and falter not.
sought the attic, where the lads and
And may your house be sacred
lasses were eugaged in the new game,
To love and joy and peace,
Until the souls, united
‘’Copenhagen.” This game is played
On earth, shall find release.
something as fo llow s; an endless
Then in the land eternal,
rope— like the game— is procured,
When time has run its sands,
May you, united, live for aye
which the young ladies hold tightly in
In the “house not made with hands.”
their grasp while the bashful ycung
meu touch them gently, and, turning,
seek manfully to evade their fate by
precipitate flight, in abject terror,
lest she might overtake and forcibly
House Warming.
kiss aim before the company.
This
is about the way some look at it— per
Another of those joyful remiuisenc- haps others may see it in a different
es of an old and pleasant custom was light.
This is a very pleasent game for
experienced by many of our citizens,
young folks ; but we can’t say as we
last week. The recently occupied and exactly approve of it being carried on
handsome new residence of M r. N . U- by the oldest ones present, though, per
Hinkley, next the Elmwood House, haps, the married folks have as good
was thrown open to his numerous a right to its privilages as those of
more tender years.
Among the more
friends, old and young, last Saturday
active class, it behoves us to mention
evening, and though the house is large several who are about as youthful as
and roomy, it was filled to an extent any when the gay and festive clothes
which somewhat prevented the cont line euvironsa score or so of red-cheek
ed and fair young maidens, with a
orts and enjoyments generally found
liberal, sprinkling of matrons whom
in so elegant a home.
Some two summer smiles and roses’ bloom hath
hundred or more people were present not yet forsaken ; numerous others of
does not
and variously disposed about the house, both sexss— this game
enjoying themselves in various ways, amount to much as a one-sideu «liair
whichwill be mentioned as our space — contributing to aud taking away
from the enclosure as forfeits were
admits.
interchanged.
On entering the residence, one must
Weil, theie was our friend Maj. S.
naturally admire the tasle and good
E.
Butterpasture, one of the gayest of
judgment which adapted it to its pres
ent elegant and convenient propor the gay young bloods, who looked ’“fit
tions. O f attractive outside appear teen years younger,” if a day, as he
ance, it but adds to one’s admiration entered into the wholesome exercise.
on entering. The plan of the house E. Gyst was another gay deceiver,
is admirably adapted for convenience who is a worker of leather; J. E.
and comfort, and much of it, we learn, Sty, the corner grocer, and Byjo Leis from designs by the owner. The rou, one of those short aud sweet fel
spacious hall, parlors, sleeping rooms, lows (another growsir) ; next we ob
dining room, aud work rooms are all served H . W . Ruffle, B. Whit less,
one can wish for in comfort and ele- Hi. Nunkley, Mike Hist, B . Worth
less, E. Bawl, E. Blab, M . O. Romeo,
irancc, without show of extravagance
The furnishings are appropriate and Lave S. Marshall. A . P. W asyer} II.
tasty, with an oddity in the drapery of O. Ward, D. H . Pill, George Deer, P.
the rooms which is noticeably neat and H. Niney, B. A . Heel, Cugeue Rear,

S®to! Matters,

Bute Whitler, Tom Vetson, and nu
merous well-known citizens, whose
names will readily be recognized, all
of whom showed much dexterity in
the pursuit of the lively game, which
now takes the place of base ball and
other summer sports.
The champion,
as far as heard from, is at the head of
our list.
The whole affair was one of the
most enjoyable o f the many which
have made the Phillipians famous for
their social gatherings.
[VVriten for the Phonograph.

A Romance.
BY S. S. W .

Once on a time, in the down east
State of Maine, there lived an iudustrious mechanic, a harness-maker by
trade. He found it to his advantage
to make annual visits to the “ Huh’'
to purchase the varied articles with
which to stock a first class shop. So
as was his wont, in October, he made
his usual trip to the cay o f merchan
dise, and made his needed purchases
in very good taste, aud is now ready
to take the boat for a return.
But
forgetting of course the adage of
Poor Richard, that “ time enough
proves little enough,’ he saunters
around for the few leasure hours, aud*
arrives at the wharf just in time to
wave an adieu to the departing boat.
Little daunted at this trifling disappoinmeut, he at once hies away to
strike the Eastern train to P., that
the day following he may by rail aud
Stage reach his dear old home aud
friends, who from his prompt habits,
might well be disappointed if he failed
to arrive at the appointed time. W ell,
here he is, iu the city of P., busily
engaged in business and pleasure,
until the hour (o f whi h he is well
aware) that the trsin shall leave for
F. There is time euough yet, and of
course he need not hurry ; but as time
waned, he hastened away to the de
pot, aud that, too, iu time to feast
his wistful eyes with the magnificent
view of a departing train. Even this
fails to please, for this is the only
means of reaching the home an hun
dred miles away, till the eve of another
day. Distance failed to lend enchant
ment, so in his perplexity he resoives
not to stay in this city of disappoint
ment, but will telegraph his wife of
the mishap, while he awaits the hour
of an evening train that may take
him to the pleasant city of A ., there
by lessening the distance between him
and the loved ones, if not shortening
the time of meeting.
W ell, time passes and our friend
finds himself in A ., and we leave the
reader to judge how slowly but gladly
the hours pass till the morrow’s train
shall take him to his home.
At length
the l;o r arrives, and our friend steps
joyfully on board the steaming steed,
reclines in an easy seat, and solilo
quizes o f the beauties of nature the
richness of the Autumn season, en
deavoring to forget the past, and cousoling himself that the like shall ne’er
return (for experience is a good iu
structor,) aud of the few hours that
shall find him iu his cosy little home.
But in the midst o f his reveries he finds
himself at F., where he is to take tl e
coach for a twenty miles’ stir-up.
His bagage now staged and his pass
age engaged, and time o f course he
calls on his old friend W ., and as
ever, finds a warm supper waiting,
and quite freely seats himself to fill
that empty void within, and with as
surance of time enOugh, he is quite
coutent and steps to the door just in
time to see the four blacks prancing
out of sight, aud again left to contrive
some way to get to his home, yet
far away.
W ell, what must be done?
can a good horse and driver be found
to overtake these nimble steeds, for
none but a good one can do so, when
the well skilled hands of E . holds the
ribbons. “ I will see said he. so away
he sped, as fast as he could with a
hasty tread,- aud secured a good team
of our old friend C. and hied to
wards home in very high glee, and
by a hard drive of four miles to ap
proach, he alighted from his to a seat
in the coach, some wiser of course
for the lessons he’d had, if not in good
humor the mind of ihe lad.
Suffice it to say that the hero of
this romance, arrived safely home.

N o .
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and we leave him to relate further par
ticulars, which he will be pleased to
do to all who may wish to interview
him.
Lesson— To secure a passage in
boat, car, or stage, appear personaly
and be yourself on board before they
leave.

Shipping Apples.
A larger quanity of apples have been
exported this year to Europe from the
port of Boston than from all other
United States ports combined.
It is
estimated that over 1,000,000 barrels
o f apples have been gathered in the
Eastern States alone. The low price
at which apples are selling will induce
an increased consumption over that of
last year, and will tend to diminish the
market price of oranges, cranberries
aud the like, which fill much the same
place as apples in years of scarcity in
the latter crop. Apples intended for
shipment abroad should be packed iu
barrels that are perfectly clean aud dry.
If flour barrels are used all vestgae of
flour should be removed previous to
use. See that there are no nails left
projecting to tear the apples.
The
fruit having been first carefully picked
should be placed iu barrels, the first
layer stem down, and the barrel filled
so that, on the head being forced into
place by the screw, there will be abso
lutely no motion of the contents. The
apples should have abundant opportun
ity to sweat before barrelling.
Use
substantial hoops, takiug care not to
nail through the barrels into the apples.
It will not pay tc ship second-quality
fruit. Very choice fruit is often sent,
each specimen wrapped iu thin paper,
somewhat as oranges are packed, ami
iu that case the fruit commands more
ready sale and higher prices.
The
preference iu the Loudon market is for
highly colored apples* except in the
case of the Newton Pippen, which is
always a prime favorite. The British
market has usually been remunerative
to shippers, when fruit was of good
quality atyl properly packed, though
thus far the returns have been very un
satisfactory. Last year prices ranged
from $4 to$8 per barrel for the bulk of
the receipts, and late in the winter.
Newtons sold as high as $12 to $15,
but this year’s prices have fallen off
more than fifty per cent. — American
Cultivator.
Gladstone, in a speech at Greenwich
Saturday night, inveighed against per
sonal government, but carefully exclud
ed the sovereign from his remarks,
whom he declared a model for her sub
jects, ever faithful to the constitution.
He reproached the government for not
communicating anything for years to
Parliment relative to Afghan affairs,
and the question of sending a mission
to Cabul and Said. W a r has been de
clared and invasion commenced before
Parliament was convoked.
Parlia
ment, formerly the grand council of
the nation, now resembles the parlia
ment of France before a great revolu
tion. To the argument that the gov
ernment is supported by a majority,
Gladstone replies that Parliament has
no right to renounce its priviliges.—
He solemnly warns the British people
not. to abandou the principles of liber
ty, which made its happiness.
Dramatic representation upon the
stage is a part o f the artistic inheri
tance o f mankind, aud not to be preach
ed or reformed awa}* any more than
poetry or painting. It has existed as
long as either o f them, and there is
no prospect that it will ever decay or
be banished. It meets a want in the
artistic nature of mankind which noth
ing else can supply.
Therefore the
effort should be to elevate and not to
abolish it, for that would be simply
to degrade it by unnatural repression,
and force it to assume its worst cond it ion.— Providence Journal.
It vvould exercise a salutary influ
ence if the press where always to char
acterize suicide itself, by whosoever
committed, as an act of cowardice, for
such it is. A man who quails before
the adverse circumstances of life— the
buffetings of fortune— is a coward.
The virtues of a suicide should be
summed up with the conclusion, severe
but just, that at last, by one crowing
act, lie wrote coward over his name—
coward for his epitaph.

Realf’s Farewell.
W ritten the day before he committed suicide. ]
* • JDe mortuis nil nisi bonum." W hen
F or me the end has come and I am dead,
A n d little voluble, chattering daws of men
Peck at me curiously* let it then be said
I n some one brave enough to speak the truth:
Here lies a great soul killed by cruel wrong.
i>own all the balmy days of his fresh youth
T o his bleak, desolate noon, with sword and
song
A n d speech that rushed up hotly

from the

heart.
H e wrought for liberty; till his own wound
< H e had been stabbed), concealed with painfnl
art
T h rough wasting years, mastered him and
he swooned,
A n d sank there where you see him lying now
W ith that word “ F ailu re” written on his
brow.

B u t say that he succeeded. I f he missed
W orld ’s honors and world’s plaudits and the
wage
O f the world’s deft lacqnevs, still his lips were
kissed
Daily by those high angels who assuage
T h e thirstinga of the poets—fo r he was
Born unto Binging— and a burden lay
M ightily on him, and he moaned because
He could not rightly utter to this day
W hat God taught in the night. Sometimes,
nathless,
Power fell upon him, and bright tongues of
flame,
A n d blessings reached him from poor souls in
stress,
And benedictions from black bits o f shame
A n d Httle children’s love, and old men’s pray
ers,
A n d a Great H and that led him unawares.

H * he died rich. And if his eyes were blurred
With thu k films— silence ! he is in his grave.
Greatly he suffered; greatly, too, he erred,
Yet broke his heart in trying to be brave.
N or did he wait till freedom had become
The popular shibboleth of oourtier's lip s ;
B u t smote for her when G od H im self seemed
dumb
And all his arching skies were in eclipse.
H e was a-we&ry, but he fought his fight
And stood for simple manhood, and was
joyed
T o see the august broadening of the light
And new earths heaving heavenward from
the void.
H e loved his fellows, and their love was
sweet—
Plant daisies at his head and at his feet.

LISB ETH ’S M ISSIONARY.
“ The butcher’s bill, papa I”
Outside the locusts were piping shril
ly among the blue cups of the morningglory vines ; the bland September sun
shine steeped everything in yellow
brightness. Within, the country par
son eat at his desk, with divers and sun
dry sheets of sermon-paper scattered
before him, half a dozen reference books
open at his elbow, and his head clasped
lightly between his two hands, after a
fashion which involved considerable
rumpling of his iron-gray hair.
“ E h ?” said the parson, letting his
head, as it were, out of custody, and
comiDg slowly down from the world of
polemics, as he stared at the pretty,
slender girl in faded calico and washedout ribbons, who stood beside him with
an ominous-lookiDg piece of paper in
her hand.
“ Tne butcher’s bill, papa,” e-aid
Polly Fenn ; “ and he’s waiting, please.”
“ But, my dear”— the parson laid
down his pen, and took the bill into his
hand with a puzzled air— “ we’ve had
no butcher’s meat this month. W e have
striven to be in the last degree economio al.”
“ Yes, I know, papa,” said Polly,
knitting her pretty brows ; “ but we
ordered three pounds of steak the day
the district missionaries dined here, and
there was the joint for that Sabbatarian
society day, and the evening the bishop
was here— don’t you remember ?”
“ I remember, my child— I remem
ber,” said the country parson, with a
sigh.
“ Hospitality is an agreeable
duty, and one that" the good book en
joins upon us, but it costs money, Pol
ly —it costs money. Put down the bill,
child, and tell Neighbor Brisket that I
■will attend to it at my earliest conven
ience.”
Still blue-eyed Polly hesitated. ^ And
the grocer was here this morning, papa,
and the account has really mounted up
beyond everything. And he says that
he hopes you will please to settle at
once, and that hereafter he has deter
mined to do business only on a strictly
cash basis.”
The Reverend Mr. Fenn smiled a
sickly smile.
“ Then I am afraid, Polly,” said he,
“ that he won’t do much business with
me. For as long as the vestry are so
dilatory with their payments”—
“ Yes, papa, that’s just what I told
him,” said Polly; “ but he says that
business is business.”
“ He is right, my dear,” said the par
son, “ and I am wrong ; but it is through
no fault of mine. Now run away, and
leave me to my books.”
Polly Fenn silently withdrew, with
her pretty brows still knitted, as if she
were utterly hopeless of comprehending
the problem of the world’s way. The
butcher, white-aproned and burly, stood
at the door, a living impersonation of
the fate which Polly could neither ignore
nor avert.
“ Well, miss ?” said the butcher.
“ Papa will attend to it at his earliest
convenience, Mr. Brisket,” faltered
Polly.
“ But his earliest convenience has
been such a mortal long time a-cornin’,
m iss,” grumbled Mr. Brisket. “ And

“ Lisbeth,” said Polly, returning,
times is dull, and I ’ve got notes to meet. ”
“ I ’m very sorry, Mr. Brisket, bat ”— “ go and oall papa.”
“ It’s another missionary, I ’m sure,”
“ ’Tain’t no good standin’ here,” said
the butcher, irritably scratching his said Lisbeth, unwittingly pulling down
head. “ I might ha’ knowed what an the sleeves of her brown palico dress.
swer I should ha’ got afore I crossed “ And I know he’ll stay to dinner, and
the threshold. But it’s hard on a poor he’s got a hungry glare in his eyes, and
man, that’s what it is, and them as calls there’s nothing for dinner but barley
themselves gentry hadn’t ought to eat soup and a cabbage. Oh dear !” with a
if they can’t pay. I ’ll call again this grimace which made Polly laugh in
spite of herself, “ I wish the race of
day week, miss, and then”—
And with this the butcher whisked missionaries was extinct.”
The country parson looked mildly up
himself away under the arch of morn
ing-glory vines, where the locusts were from the second paragraph of his
singing, and the pink and purple cups “ Thirdly ” as Lisbeth came in, smelling
swung to and fro in the morning wind. of wild grapes, with an aureole of yellow
And Polly, with crimson cheeks and hair about her face.
“ Papa,” said she, “ there’s a gentle
heart beating with vague resentment,
turned back into the great sunshiny man in the parlor to see you, with a
kitchen, where Lisbeth was swaying carpet-bag and a white necktie 1 ’
“ Ah !” said the clergyman.
“ A
nervously to and fro in the splint-bot
tomed rocker, with a week-old newspa visitor, I suppose. He is most welcome.
per in her hand, her yellow hair catch But I am just at present deep in the
ing the sunbeams like a coronal of gold thread of a complicated polemio theory.
Make my compliments to the gentleman,
as she rocked.
“ Lisbeth,” said the elder sister, aus Lisbeth, and beg his indulgence for a
terely, “ are the wild grapes ready for quarter of an hour or so.” And the
parson dipped his pen into the timepreserving. ”
“ Wild grapes ?” repeated Lisbeth, stained wooden standi sh. as if he was
flinging the newspaper into the window- determined to settle the subject at once.
“ But, papa !” Lisbeth had caught at
seat; “ L haven’t thought of them since
you went away. Oh, Polly, how I wish his coat cuff to reolaim him temporarily
from the abysses of theological argu
we were rioh 1”
Polly advanced soberly to a flat wicker ment.
“ Yes, my dear,” looking absently at
tray of clustered grapes, full of subtle
perfume, and dusted over with pale her.
“ Do you think he’ll stay to dinner ?”
bloom, and began to separate them
“ 1 shall invite him, my dear, most
from their stems with deft, quiok fin
assuredly. ”
gers.
Lisbeth’s countenance fell. “ But’
“ W hy ?” said she.
“ I would go to New York and see papa,” faltered she, “ there’s nothing
this new play,” said Lisbeth, still sway but barley soup. ”
*“ W e will serve it with good olding back and forth in the splint-bot
tomed rocker. “ Olivia was a country fashioned sauce of welcome, my dear,”
parson’s daughter, and so are we. I said the Reverend Mr. Fenn, with a
should like to see my own counterfeit grave, sweet smile, “ and I doubt not
it will suffice.”
presentment on tbe stage.”
Lisbeth flounced out of the room
“ Nonsense,” said Polly. “ You had
better come here and help with these with a heightened color and quick, im
patient breath. “ Papa’s an angel,”
grapes.”
“ It’s such wretched business to be said she to herself, “ but angels never
poor 1” said Lisbeth. She was a spark were adapted to get along in this workling little creature, after the humming a-day world.” She put her golden head
bird style of damsel, with yellow hair into the parlor door for an instant.
curling over her forehead, intense hazel “ Papa is very busy with his ‘ Thirdly’ ”
brown eyes, and a small red mouth with said she, with a roguish twinkle in the
dimples hovering shyly in its neighbor deep hazel eyes, ‘ * and he begs you’ll
hood. “ Just look at us, Polly, yon be good enough to wait until he’s
and me, two gills of nineteen and sev through.”
The stranger bowed, and looked more
enteen, that ought to be enjoying our
selves and having a good time, and hero embarrassed than ever, as he answered :
we are, washing and scrubbing, and “ Oh, certainly, certainly. Ia m in no
turning wretched rags of dyed silk, and haste whatever.”
cleaning faded ribbons, and counting
And Lisbeth went back to her sister.
every pound of rice and every potato !
“ Polly,” said she, ‘ what will we do.
Even these wild grapes, Polly, that you Company to dinner, and nothing to give
and I gathered down by tke edge of the them.”
swamp, we shouldn’t venture on the ex
“ But we must have something,” said
travagance of preserving them, if Mrs. Polly. “ Put on your things, Lisbeth.
Deacon Blodgett hadn’t offered to sup Go oat and buy a fowl, and a quart of
ply tbe sugar on halves. Oh, I do hate potatoes, and a loaf of bread. And stop
this life ! Even Brisket the butcher at Mr. Dakin’s for an ounce of his best
thinks he can insult us with impunity.” tea and a quarter of a pound of butter.”
“ Yes,” said Polly, thoughtfully, “ we
Lisbeth opened her eyes very wide at
. mustn’t order any more meat at pres this extravagant order.
ent.”
“ Oh, voa reckless Polly I” said she ;
“ But we must live,” Hashed cut L is “ and where are all the funds to come
beth.
from?”
“ There is salt mackerel,” said Polly,
Polly-fQghed softly. “ I shall have
“ and eggs, and vegetable soups, and to take the dried-cherry money,” said
Mrs. Pnllett always sends us a nice cut she, “ that I was saving up for my fall
of pork and some fresh sausages when liat and gloves. But it isn’t-much mat
they kill their pig. Oh, we shall get ter. I dare say I can manage very well
get along somehow, Lisbeth; anything with the old ones for a little while
is better than debt.”
longer.”
Lisbeth looking up with sparkling
“ It’s a shame !” cried Lisbeth, ve
eyes.
hemently.
“ And to think how yon
“ Polly,” cried she, “ why don’t they toiled all those hot summer days to pick
increase papa’s salary ? Six hundred and dry those black ox-hearts.”
“ There’s no help for it, dear,” said
dollars a year is a shameful pittance for
Polly, gently. “ Get your hat on quick
such a man as he is. ”
Polly shook her head over the grapes. — there’s no time to lose. ”
“ But it isn’t fair,” protested Lisbeth.
“ Papa isn’t a young man any longer,
Lisbeth,” said she, “ and he if?n’t as “ W hy should all the traveling preach
ers and book agents and mission collec
modern in his ideas as Mr. Crocus.”
“ But he is such a learned man,” cried tors come here and eat us out of house
out Lisbeth, shaking the yellow mane and home ? Why don’t they go to Mr.
out of her eyes. “ And his sermons— Crocus ?”
oh, Polly, they make me cry, they are
Polly smiled. “ Because Mr. Crocus
so deep and so solemn, and go down doesn’t make them welcome, and papa
into one’s heart so ! Six hundred dol does,” said she.
lars a year, Polly, for such work and
“ I da wonder,” cried Lisbeth, im
study as that 1”
petuously, “ if there is any other race
“ There is no doubt,” said Polly, so of men imposed upon as country min
berly, “ but that clergymen are,as a gen isters are? Mark my words, Polly, I
eral rule, very much underpaid in this never, never, will marry a ”—
country.”
But by this time Polly had tied on
“ I shall never marry a clergyman,” her sister’s straw fiat, and twisted a
cried Lisbeth, with energy. “ No, P o l muslin scarf across her shoulders.
ly, never 1 I ’d marry a dust-man first !
“ Do make haste, dear,” said she, in
For dust-men get their pay, and clergy accents of gentle entreaty, as she point
men don’t, ^nd ”—
ed upward to the clock.
Lisbeth stopped short, scarlet and
Scarcely flfteon minutes had elapsed
confused, in this rhapsody of hers, for, when Lisbeth came flying back, with
chancing to glance up, she beheld-in yellow tresses streaming behind, and
the doorway a tall and solemn faced market-basket in her hand.
young man, with an umbrella in one
“ There, Polly,” cried she, in the
hand and a traveling sachel in the clear, light voice of girlhood, as she de
other.
posited a plump chicken on the table,
“ W e don’t want anything, please,” “ there’s jour new h at; and there,” as
said she, jumping at once to the conclu she laid down a packet of groceries,
sion that she beheld a book agent, or a “ are yonr gloves ; and here,” rattling
vender of patent polish, or some such out the potatoes, “ is my last chance for
itinerant tradesman.
a new blue neck-tie 1 And I do hope,
“ I beg your pardon,” said the gentle Polly, that they’ll give the missionary
man, apparently as much embarrassed the worst kind of dyspepsia.”
“ L is b e th !”
as was she herself; “ I must have mis
taken the house. I was looking for the
“ Well, but I do,” saucily retorted
Reverend Francis Fenn !”
the girl, as she turned to put away her
“ My good gracious ! another mis hat. » “ And— Oh, Pol-ly I ”
Polly turned around with a start, at
sionary,” murmured Lisbeth, sotto-voce,
as Polly stepped graciously forward, the changed tenor of her sister’s voice.
Baying:
“ What is it, Lisbeth?
You’re not
“ Yon are not mistaken, sir; this is ill? ”
the house. Please to walk into the par
Lisbeth, with a glowing face, pointed
lor, and I will speak to papa.”
to the little wooden cupboard in the
The beat room of the parsonage was wall, which, extending through from
cool and dark, with green paper shades parlor to kitchen, in butler’s-pantry
drawn down, a jar of fragrant dried rose fashion, was used as a general repository
leaves in the fire-place, and a home- for books and papers. And then, for
braided rug of parti-colored cloth laid the first time, Pollj perceived'that both
carefully down before the sola to hide doors were slightly a jar.
the darned spot in the carpet.
“ Polly,” muttered the girl, hoarsely,
“ Not that chair, please,” said Polly, “ he has heard every word ! Ho couldn’t
coloring up to the roots of her hair, as help it, ” And flinging her hat in one
the unwary stranger advanced toward a direction, and her scarf in another, Lis
certain corner ; “ the leg is broken and beth fled up the narrow wooden stairs
weVe glued it, and I ’m afraid it’s not to her own room, and threw herself,
quite safe. This one is better. ”
sobbing hysterically, upon tho bed.
While Lisbeth, biding her face in her
“ It’s my tongue,” sobbed Lisbeth,
apron, murmurs to herself, “ Is there no “ my wretched, chattering tongue. Papa
end to our humiliations ? Is our world always warned me against giving loose
always to be full of glue and patches, to i t ; Polly always told me it would get
and mends and .makeshifts ?”
| me into trouble. Oh, dear, dear, what

j

Items of lute rent.
must he think ? how can I ever look him
in the face ? ” And with this doleful
Corn feed— Tight boots.
resume, Lisbeth buried her hot face in
A man should be grateful for a riiL
the pillows, and cried harder than ever. grate.
It seemed an age to her, but it was in
Partridges are »m ong the things that,
reality little more than half an hour,
whirr.
before Polly came fluttering up the
Watchword of the school-girl— H»x>stairs, like a sweet-browed guardian
ple ah 1
angel.
“ Lisbeth,” said she, “ darling, don’t
France has now 252 colleges, and
fret— you meaiit no harm. Get up and eighty-six lyceurns.
braid your hair, and coma down stairs.
Down in the mouth— The young man
Dinner will be on the table directly, with an incipient mustache.
and papa is asking for you. ”
You can’t tell the age of an “ old
. Lisbeth sat up and pushed the damp
saw ” by looking at its teeth.
fringe of yellow hair out of her eyes.
W hen you come to look for a spot or
“ I shall not come down, Polly.”
“ But you must, dear ; papa would be the sun you will find its Sol in your
eyes.
.
very much vexed.”
A lie has no legs, and cannot stand ,:
“ Never I” cried Lisbeth, with a fresh
but it has wings, and can fly far and
burst of tears ; “ never !”
But the country parson himself wide.
presently came to the rescue, with mild
You can never expect to have ail you
eyes and a firm, gentle voice.
desire, b o get what you can, and be
“ No member of my family must be happy.
lacking in courtesy to a guest,” said he,
Goal dealers, let the times be ever so
taking Lisbeth gently by the hand ; hard, have a weigh of doing business or
and the poor child was led shamefaced a large scale.
ly into the kitchen, where the table was
Money makes the raarego, steam
spread, and Polly stood smiling at its
makes the cargo, and the sight of the
head.
“ Mr. Vincent,” said the parson to oreditor makes the mango.
Fiesole is one of the few Italian towns
the tall stranger, this is my youngest
which have a right to create nobles. A
child.”
“ I am the black sheep of the family,” title of count can be bought thero for
said Lisbeth, hanging her head, “ and $100.
I ’m very sorry, sir, and I beg yonr
W restling is the favorite public sport
pardon.”
in Japan, and a large number of met.
“ Pray don’t mention it,” said Mr. make a professional business of appear
Vincent, in genuine distress at the sight ing in contests of the ring.
of the mortification of this yellow-hair
Frenoh physicians continue to re
ed lassie with the deep hazel eyes and commend horseflesh as the very best
the red, sensitive mouth.
food for their consumptive patients.
And when dinner was over— and here It is a very common dish in Paris.
let us mention that Mr. Vincent ate and
H e commenced with “ Oh ! can these
drank with an excellent appetite, as if
no lurking shadow of the threatened lovely eyes of thine ”— when she stop
dyspepsia disturbed his digestion— and ped him shori. and told him she wasn’t
the oountry parson had taken his guest 1canning that kind of fruit just then, and
into the study, Polly put her arm |wouldn’t be coaxed to it either.
Recent examinations of the Atlantic
around Lisbeth’s waist, and drew her
out under the morning-glory vines, cable of 1866 show that it is already so
where, by this time, the blue and rose- corroded as not to be able to sustain its
tinted cups had all folded themselves own weight. This seems to fix the
into tight little parasolettes, and hidden average duration of a cable at about ter.
years.
behind the leaves.
“ Lisbeth,” said she, I ’ve got good Theophiluu Thistleton thoroughly thrashed
Three tin tinkers traveling thrpugh Totten ; **
news for you.”
“ Nothing can be good news any Since Theopilos Thistletou thoroughly thrashed
I Three tin tinkers traveling through Totten,
more,” said Lisbeth, with a freBh burst Trem blingly, traveling tinkers tread through
of tears.
Totten.
“ Oh, but listen,” soothed Polly.
The small boy moans, rubs his eyes
“ Do you know who this Mr. Vincent and turns over in his slumbers at night
is?”
now. But it isn’t colic, mother. No, he
“ A — missionary, I suppose.” And is dreaming about Christmas, and
poor Lisbeth spoke the word as if it was whether Santa Claus will bring him a
a dose of quinine.
four-bladed j ack-knife or a pair of red“ No, dear, he’s the bishop’s secre topped foots.
tary. And he has heard of papa’s learn
An editor in one of the northern coun
ing and zeal and talent, and he has come ties has received $2 in an envelope, with
to offer him a parish near New York,
no writing except the words “ con
with twelve hundred dollars— only think science m oney,’ written in a trembling
of it, Lisbeth J— twelve hundred dollars hand, as though the writer was about to
a year and an assistant. W e shall be
|die. The editor don’t know which of his
rich, darling, and dear, dear papa will j subscribers to give credit to for the $2,
have a little rest and ease in his old
and he has decided
give his two hun
age.”
dred delinquents credit lor a cent apiece.
“ It can’t be true,” said Lisbeth, — B u rlin g to n Hawkeye.
vaguely.
The manufacture of fireworks on one’s
“ But it is,” said Polly; and then the
two sisters began to cry and sob, with own hearthstone is attended with some
happy incoherence, in each other’s arms. degree of risk. At Cranleigb, in Surrey,
*
*
*
m
*
*
England, a laborer,.named Sherlock, wot
“ Is it possible,” cried Polly Fenn, engaged in rnakiug fireworks in his oot“ that it is a whole year since we came tage at an early bonr in the morning
wheD a spark ignited the powder. The
to Moreham reotory ?’’
It was a year. Once more the wild cottage was blown to piece®, the wife
grapes were scenting all the woods; once and aged father of Sherlock were killed,
more the golden-rod held up its torches and his own recovery is considered
of flame along tke course of babbliDg hopeless.
brooks, and Polly shaded her eyes with
Celestial Opposition to a Railroad.
one hand, as she stood in the doorway
In H a rp e r's M a ga zin e is an article
and watched Lisbeth come lightly along
the garden path, with the yellow sun on the first railroad built in Chiua; and
shine tangled in her hair, and an un some of the difficulties experienced in
building it are described by the author,
wonted moisture in her deep eyes.
“ What have you done with Mr. V in  as follows :
Foreigners hold land in China by
cent?” asked Polly, demurely.
“ He is walking down by the falls treaty stipulations, under title deeds, iD
with papa,” said Lisbeth, coining up to both Chinese and English, registered aft
her sister’s side, and slipnirg one arm a consulate; usually, but by no means
necessarily, that of the nation to which
through Polly’s. “ And, Polly”—
the owner belongs. This title is in tho
“ Well, dearest ?”
nature of a perpetual lease.
Could
“ I — l have something to tell you.”
“ Couldn’t l guess it?” said Polly, such title be obtained for a strip of
laughing. “ No, Lisbeth, don’t turn land embracing tbe old road, it seemed
your face way— I know it all, darling. reasonable to assume that if there were
any construction
He loves you, aud you have promised to interference with
thereupon, the tenure of every hong and
be his wife.”
“ Polly,” said Lisbetb, “ I think you other piece of real estate in* Shanghai
must be a fortune-teller. But, oh ! I would be affected, and tbe railroad p ro 
am so happy ! and I can hardly believe jectors would have the whole communi
ty at their back. Purchases were there
that it isn’t all a dream.”
fore cautiously begun and carried on,
“ But, Lisbeth”—
and registry obtained, not in tbe Brit
“ W ell?”
“ I thought you were never, never, ish or United States consulate, where
attention would be attracted to it,
going to marry a”—
Bat Lisbeth’s soft little hand pressed but in a continental bureau. O f course
over her sister’s mouth, and her plead there were numerous and troublesome
ingly uttered, “ Please, Polly, don’t,” obstacles, such as are not unknown in
stopped the sentenoe ere it was finished. Western lands. Farmers claimed many
times the value of their holdings for
And Polly was merciful, and didn’t.
small corners; old women of horrible
aspect, and mistresses of the choicest
Grain in Enrope and America.
Chinese billingsgate, cursed the engi
According to the A m e ric a n M ille r neer and interpreter by their gods, and
Europe produces now on an average vowed that Confucius himself should
5.000. 000.000 bushels of grain, of which not have an iota of their patrimony; and
Russia produces one-third, Germany the defunct natives gave the most* trou
and France 520,000,000 each, and ble of all. It should be stated that in
Austria 500,000,000. The United States this favored land the rude forefathers
produces 1,600,000,000 bushels, or about of the hamlet who have departed this
the same as Russia. In order to ap life are disposed of in sundry and pro
preciate the advantages of the United miscuous ways, according, apparently,
States, the population should be taken to the means and caprice of their
iuto account; this is for the United friends.
Some are interred; others,
States 40,000,000, and, therefore,we pro packed in boxes, are deposited in the
duce forty bushels per head, while fields; and others, again, placed in bar
Europe, with a population of quite rel-like earthen receptacles (happily de
300.000. 000, produces
only
fiixteen scribed by a British officer as “ jars of
bushels per head ; Russia twenty-six potted ancestors, by Jove ! yon know”).
bushels per head, and Great Britain
W hen it came to disturbing these,
only four bushels per head. As the opposition culminated, as the ideas of
average quantity of grain consumed per buyers and sellers differed materially
head is fifteen bushels, we produce as to the market value of “ potted an
nearly three times as much as wo want cestors,” and a crisis soon came. “ Yen
Russia scaroely twice its wants, Europe zey ’iss me,” says the poor French
on an average all needed, but Great actor, “ I do not mind ’im mooch; but
Britain not much over one-fourth. It ven it ooom to ze or-an-ge p e e l, o'est
will be seen that the general production a u tre ch ose /” So when the scolding
far surpasses the consumption, but this old women were re-enforced by barbario
excess is absorbed by breweries and dis hordes with uplifted hoes ami shovels,
tilleries all over the world, which do the surveying party retreated in good
more to keep the price of breadstuffs at skirmishing order, aud reported at head
a high figure than anything else.
quarters.

TIMELY TOPICS.

Whistling lo Squirrels.

SUMMARY OF NEWS.

Mr. John Mnir, the naturalist, has a
At the last lunar eclipse, Itaho Sahib, short paper in S cribner on “ The Doug
E a s te r n anc! M id d le S t a t e s .
* pious Hindoo, weighed himself and lass Squirrel of California”— of which
Colonel Mapleson, m anager of “ H er M ajes
gave his weight in silver coins to the little is known in the E isfc—in which he ty's Opera ” troupe, performii g in New York,
poor.
relates the following unique experience: was arrested on complains of iiie Society for
One calm, creamy, Indian summer the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, charged
Col
Paper teeth are a new invention in morning, when the nuts were ripe, I with nsiDg little girls as ballet dancers.
Germany, and a numb, i of specimens was camped in the upper pine-woods of onel Mapleson express* d great indignation at
his arrest and stated he would fight the matter
were displayed at the late paper exhi the south fork of the San Joaquin,where out in the courts.
bition in Berlin. They are warranted the squirrels seemed to be about as
Robert Heller, the well-known magician died
fully as durable as any other teeth.
plentiful as the ripe burrs. They were n Philadephia, the other day.
taking an early breakfast before going
W hile a number o f men were at work upon
Two interesting burglars have been to their regular harvest work. While I the boiler house connected with the mines of
-crreettd at Adelaide, Australia, who was busy with my own breakfast I heard Reid Brothers, at Dunbar, P a ., the boiler ex
distributed tracts on Sunday in 01 d ir to the thudding fall of two or three heavy ploded, h i ling three men and seriously injuring
nine others.
become acquainted with the j re nises cones from a yellow pine near me, and
Louis A. Godey, publisher of Gcdey's Lady's
they intended to work, and when cap stole Doiseleseiy forward within about
Book, and probably the oldest editor in
tured ate up $1,500 in £20 notes.
twenty yards of the base of it to ob America, died in Philadelphia, the other day,
serve. In a few moments down came aged seventy-five.
A sad ease is reported from a Western the Douglass. The breakfast burrs he
T h e terrible consequence of ignorance or
town. The inhabitants never knew there had cut off had rolled on the gently carelessness in blowing ont the g&a, instead o f
wae a certain storekeeper among them sloping ground into a clump of ceano- turning it off, is i Ins rated once more in the
until tlit sheriff’s flag apprised them of thus bushes, but he seemed to know ex case o f W . H. Metcalf, fifty yeasfa o f age, and
his sod , aged thirty, who came from L isbon,
the fact. The bankrupt had persistenfc- actly where they were, for he found Ma., to Blackstone, Mass., where they took a
’ ly refused to advertise his goods.
them at once, apparently without search room at a hotel. W hen retiring fo r the night
ing for them. They were more than they blew out the gas in their room and both
John Williams, an Indiana rascal, twice as heavy as himself, bnt after were smothered to aeath.
Hon. Lym an Tremain, formerly mem ber of
devotes himself almost exclusively to the turning them into the right position for
difficult task of swindling widows. His getting a good hold with his long sickle- Cohgress, attorney-general of Now York and
speaker of the New York assembly, is dead at
usual plan is to go into a town as a teeth he managed to drag them up to the age of sixty.
Clergyman, start revival meetings, make the foot of the tree he bad cut them
The first international dairy fair ever held
. the acquaintance of a pious widow with from, moving backward. Then seating was opened in New York, and attracted a large
money, promise to marry her, borrow himself comfortably, he held them on number of visitors. The exhibits comprised a
3500 to $1,000, and run away. He has end, bottom up, and demolished them large array o f batter and cheese and of imple
ments for their manufacture, as well as of
been caught at last.
with easy rapidity.
A good deal of dairy cattle and salt. The adoress o f the
nibbling had to be done before he got evening was delivered by ex-Governor Horatio
At Centre and Worth streets, New anything to eat, because the lower Seymour.
York, one afternoon recently, an elder ends are barren, but when he had
Spalding A Walls, a large dry goods firm in
ly gentleman, who stated that he had patiently worked his way up to the fer Boston, have failed, with liabilities amounting
never experimented in that way before, tile ones he foned two sweet nuts at the to about $400,000.
threw two dollars in pennies on the base of each, shaped like trimmed hams,
The Penaoook savings bank, at Fisherville,
pavement. Boys and girls, and even and purple-spotted like bird’s eggs. N. H ., has been closed by the State bank com
men and women, joined in the wild But notwithstanding these cones were missioners.
On the second day o f the great international
fcramble for the coin and eagerly gath dripping with soft balsam, and covered
butter and cheese fair in New York, Benjamin
ered them from the mud. The dono
with prickles, and so strongly put to F. Butler delivered an address to the visitors.
was besieged with appeals for “ more,” gether that a boy would be puzzled to
F. P. Dewees, o f Pennsylvania, has been
and when to escape the crowd he got on get. them open with a jack-knife, he ac elected chairman o f the Greenback national
a passing oar, part of the crowd followed complished his meal with easy dignity executive committee.
for several blocks.
The destruction o f the Pacific flour mill,
and cleanliness, making less effort ap
parently than a man would in eating in Brooklyn, caused an estimated loss of
$2~0,000.
Schultz was the object of ridicule in a soft cookery from a plate.
Christian K. Ross has not yet abandoned the
•California factory, and the jokes of his
Breakfast done, 1 thought I would
companions became unbearable. Hang whistle a tune for him before he went to search fo r his son, Charlie, and was recently
following up a supposed clue to the misbiug
ing a long knife over his work-bench, he work, curious to see how he would be boy in the viciuity of W dkesbarie, Pa.
called attention to the weapon, and said, affected by it. H e had not seen me all
M argaret Downing was kicked to death by
with a gravity of tone that indicated sin this whiie ; but the instant I began he her drunken husband in New Y ork.’
cerity : “ I will kill the first man that darted up the tree nearest to him, and
W e s t e r n a n d S o u th e r n S t a t e s .
fools with me.” The measure was ef came out on a small dead limb opposite
T h e steamer Cotton Valley collided with the
fective for a while, but at leDgth the me, and composed himself to listen. I
steamer Charles Morgan, on the Mississippi,
spiritof mischief overcame the prudence sang and whistled more than a dozen at B ringier’s Point, L a., and sank. The col
of one of the former tormentors, and he tunes, and aa the music changed his lision occurred during a heavy storm, and the
daubed tar on the handles of Schultz’ eyes sparkled, and he turned his head boats were ronnding a point iu opposite direc
tools. Schult z unhesitatingly took down quickly from side to side, but made no tions. T h e Cotton Yalley sank iu fifteen
minutes, carrying down four white passengers
the knife and killed the joker.
other response. Other squirrels, hear aud about fifteen colored laborers.
ing the strange sounds, came around on
Joseph Stoddard, of Pine Plains, Mich.,
A young man drove into Xenia, Ohio, all sides, chipmunks, also, and birds. described as “ a man o f ugly disposition.”
the other day with some friends, to meet One of the birds, a handsome, speckle killed his wifo and child, and then terminated
* train. Arriving at the depot, a freight breasted thrush, seemed even more in his own existence with a rifle.
train was standing on the side track, terested than the squirrels. After lis
T h e fierce fight waged between two parties
and the countryman, not seeing any tening for a while on one of the lower of men iu JacksoD, Ky., over the possession of
convenient piaee to tie up, deliberately dea<t sprays of a pine, he came swoop a prisoner accused of w u rd m D g his wife, last
ed niDc days, during which several men were
hitched his horse to the rear car of the ing forward within a few feet of my face, killed and a number wounded. Feuds growing
freight, and proceeded to promenade the where he remained fluttering in the air ont of political contests were at the bottom o f
walks around the depot while waiting for half a minute or so, sustaining him the trouble. Barricades were thrown up iu the
for his train. What was his surprise self with whirring wing-beats, like a streets and an almost con ioual fire of m us
when he saw his hitching post pull out humming-bird in front of a flower, while ketry, was kept up. Finady, notwithstanding
desperate effoits on the part o f the friends of
for Gsromnati, with his horse and wagon I could look into his eyes and see his Jason Little, the murderer,
release him,
bringing up the rear in not the best of in - ocent wonder.
Sheriff Higgins succeeded in delivering him to
order. It would not be proper to record
By this time my performance must the jailor of Mudnon county, where he was
the remarks of the young man on the have lasted nearly half an hour. I sang ordered for safe-keeping by Judge Randall.
Gov. McCreary issued instructions fo r a special
subjtect.
or whistled “ Bonnie Doon,” “ Lass o’ term of the court in Jackson as soon as prac
Gowrie,” “ O ’er the Water to Charlie,” ticable, to indict and punish all the persons
The broken Glasgow bank had a “ Bonnie Woods o’ Cragie Lee,” etc., who participated in the late disturbance, and
oranch in a medium-sized town in the all of which seemed to be listened to also o riered the McCreary guards to be ready
north of Scotland, and to this branch with bright interest; my first Douglass to march to aid the court if necessary.
orders were telegraphed on the morning sitting patiently through it all, with his
F r o m W a s h in g t o n .
of the failure to at once close the doors. telling eyes fixed upon me until I ven
T h e secretary of the interior begins his an
But in this town the post and telegraph tured to give the “ Old Hnndreth,” when nual report with a reference to the plan of
office were presided over by a canny old ho screamed his Indian name, Pillilioo- “ Indian policy ” sketched by him last year,
lady, who was assisted in the latter eet, turned tail, and darted with ludi which was, in substance, to render the Indians
a fixed, civilized, land-holding and educated
duties, by her daughter. Accordingly, crous haste up he tree ont of sight, his population,
by giving them permanent reser
when the astounding missive arrived, voice and actions in the oaso leaving a vations, issuing implements and stock, building
and was being duly transferred to writ somewhat profane impression, as if he schoolbonses, etc. The secretary says con
ing, the old lady quickly put on her had said: “ I ’ll be hanged if you get siderable progress has been made in the effort
bonnet, went across to the bank— a few mo to hear anything so solemn and un- to carry ont this plan, and believes tha tits
execution, if aided by Congress and not inter
doors off—and drew' ont the whole of piney.” This acted as a signal for the fered with by the white population o f the West,
her deposit. Five minutes later she was general dispersal of the whole hairy would bring forth satisfactory results in time.
with the rest of the little community tribe, though the birds seemed willing On the subject of timber lands and depreda
expressing her amazement at the omi to wait further developments, music tions, Secretary Sohurz says that the disas
trous consequences which always fol ow the
nous words, “ Bank closed.”
being naturally more in their line.
destruction of forests of a country will inevi

Indian Levers.
'W e find the following in a letter from
Kansas : One of the dancers, who was
An Explosive Letter.
really handsome and of superb phy
sique, was pointed out to us as the
At Z.ibrze, in Upper Silesia, a letter
“ loving husband,” an anomaly in fndi- directed to a man named Polka, to be
•:*q domestic economy,and which fills the delivered into his own hands, was given
whole tribe with amazement. There is up to his wife. BeiDg very large ami
quite a romance attached to Mm. He tli ok, and fastened with tape, it excited
served with great bravery and faithful her curiosity. On pulling one of the
ness under General Mdes in bis cam ends of the tape for the purpose of open
paigns against the Nez Perces, leading ing the letter, there was a frightful ex
the charge against them and conducting plosion. Frau Polka was thrown down
himself in a highly meritorious man and severely injured, and all the win
ner, retarning to his tribe covered with dows in the house were broken. As far
aiory. To show their appreciation of as has been discovered from the frag
nis valor, the tribe selected the most ments afterward picked up, it appears
beautiful maiden for guerion. “ None that the letter contained some explosive
Vat the brave deserve the fair ” was a enbstanoe, either dynamite or nitro
truism in this ease, for l\e was smitten I glycerine, and a cap and needle for its
by her charms, and has exhibited the ignition, with which the tape communi
most exemplary devotion ever since; cated. The author of the crime has not
•riding by her side through long yet been caught; but whoever he be, he
march os, and cheering her in their mu has not. given up his intention to destroy
tual exile by love and tenderness. Pelka, for he lias written a letter to the
Wherever opportunity offers they wan latter’s employer threatening to repeat
der off alooe, finding pleasure in that the attempt on his life if he is not at
sweet solitude of two, alter the most sen once dismissed.
timental fashion. Another redoubtable
warrior with them has met a cruel fate
in loving a too disdainful maid. Ho
In England knowing fellows, when
purchased his bronze love of her father
for three ponies, which he gallantly de about to enlist, pay great atfctention to
livered before securing his bride ; bnt, the matter of uniform, which has a con
value.
A life
alas! love laughs at lucre even in the siderable pecuniary
wild wood,and she steadily refused to en guardsman at London or Windsor will
ter his tepee or bestow a look upon him. be paid by a servant girl $1.25 for doiDg
Instead of hiding his broken heart like her Sunday out with him, while a horse
a white lover, or finding oblivion for artilleryman will only be able to com
ilia sorrow in fire-water, be goes about mand eighty cents, and a driver of ar
with hia blanket drawn tightly over bis tillery thirty-five cents. The same plan
face us a signal of his degradation, an is carried on at Berlin and other capi
object of derision to the whole tribe. tals. The luxuries that these men enjoy
Loud and piercing are his lamentations, are entirely paid for by their feminine
and no man seqs his face, and the fath admirers, who, in the case cf handsome
er-in law retains the ponies and the ob guardsmen especially, are often of a
durate maid refuses to be wooed, much much higher grade than servant girls.
Their fee for walking ont with them is
less won.
________ ________
quite independent of the incidental ex
The true rule in business is to guard penses of a day of pleasure, which fre
and do by the things of others as one quently involves as much as $2 or $3 out
of Mary Ann’s wages.
does by his own.

tably come upon us in a short time unless
proper legislative steps be taken to arrest
this indiscriminate destruction of timber ;
aud he recommends tho passage of a bill
already introduced in Congress, which provides
that all timber lands chiefly valuable for the
timber upon them shall be v.i hdrawn from
sale and be held by the government, with a
view to preventing indiscriminate spoliation
and waste and to the preservation of the
young timber and reproduction of the forests.
On the subject o f railroads which have
• received land or money subsidies from the
government, the secretary says that about
19d.424.800 acres of laud have been gri>. tid U r
railroad purposes, of which 31,014,490 acres
were patented to June 30,1878. The nec srity
of providing more room fo r tho work of the
patent office is pointed out, and attention is
invited to the advisability o f prompt action by
Congress in regard to the oomiDg census.
Tho commisdoner o f internal revenue, in hie
annual report, opposes the proposed reduction
of the tax on tobacco, and favors a strict en
forcement of the revenue laws.
The sum of
$110,654 280.86 was collected duriog the past
finaal year, and the total cost of collecting this
revenue was $4 056,910,
The commissioner
thinks that the revenue fo r the present fiscal
year, if the rato of taxation is not disturbed,
will not fall short of $115,000,003.
Treasurer Giiftllan’s repoit to the secretary
of the treasury shows that the total resources
iu coin and enrrenov were, on Bent. 30 1876
$188 024 472 39 ; in 1877. $243 681 111.25 ; in
187o, $337,424,964 74.
H e says the corn resi rurces have steadily increased from $67.58(5,705 95 on the above date in 1876 to $133 585,072 24 in 1877, and *0 $238,007,574.59 in 1878.
The total amount of unavailable moneys
carried in the balances o f the accounts kept in
the treasurer’s office was $3 642 61 less in 1878
than in 1877.
Under the operation of the act
of 1875, providing for the retirement of legaltender notes equal to eighty per cent, of
’ national banknotes issued, tho aggregate
amount retired from 1875 to 1878 was $35,318,984, leaving the amount of legal-tender notes
iu circulation on June 30,1878, at $346,681,016.
The total amount o f standard silver dollars
coined to date is $18,282,500, of which amount
there is in the mints and offices $13,359.877,
and in circulation $4,922,623
ih e amount
of fractional currency redeemed since June 30,
1877, is $4,191,93115.
T h e total amount of
lractional currency redeemed under the opera
tion of the act of Ap>il 17, 1876, to Oct. 80,

with that in other f fflees, amounts at this time
to $6.f67,960 18. The amount p u d out since
June 33, 1877, to date, is $6 512,893. The
amount of fractional silver paid ou. at the
several <ffices of >he treasury from Apiil 18
1876, to Oct 31,1878, amounted to $39,728,166.
T o * outstanding circulation of ihe national
banks at the close o f the fiaoal year was
$324,514,284.

tsrv aosdemy and fortification bills were re
ferred to the appropriation committee. A d
journed after an executive session.
Hoiiae.
In the House, on the opening o f the third
session o f the Forty-fifth (Jougres-*. sixty-three
members failed to respond to roll cab. The
credentials of Messrs. Bailey, of New York,"and
Mejor, of Nebraska, elected to fill <he vacan
The aggregate of the estimates of appropria cy e caused by the death of Messrs. Quinn aud
tions required for the service of the government Weloh. were presented. ...T h e President’*
for the fiecal year ending Jane 30, 1880, is message was read, and after a short debate in
$129 197 8 8.
This i-* exclusive of permanent regard to that portion of it relating to Bontheru
actual appropriations, for which the estimates affairs it was referred to the proper commit
are placed at $145.939.488. These two items tee and ordered to tie p rin ted.. . . Use military
make the aggregate estimates $275 137.251, academy and the fortification bills were re
which is about $5 500.COO below the aggregate ported, after which the House adjourned.
68 imate presented last December for the
U nder ihe call o f States a large num ber o f
current fiscal year.
bills were introduced, among them several to
The secretary of the navy gays in his annual m ike the trade dollar legal tender or providreport that the past year has witnessed a great i: g for its recoinage, to pnnish election frauds,
improvement in the navy, and that thirty- to icpeal the resumption act, etc___ The m li
three vessels not neediDg repairs are now in t-ry academy and fortification appropriation
commission.
In case of need, the fighting bills having been considered in committee of
force o f the navy could be increased to sixty- the whole, were both reported and passed. A d eight vessels, or more. The estimates for the j jurned.
A resolution was adopted calling on the Pres
navy proper have not been increased above the
appropriation for the present year. Secretary ident for documents in reference to Mexican
relations...
.A bill was passed correcting the
Thompson pays some attention to the relations
of the navy to commerce, and points out where error in the civil sundry appropriation bill in
he thinks increased appropriations would be relation to tbe Hot Springs___ Mr. Fort, o f
Illinois, offered a resolution for the punish
good economy.
ment of banks whioh discriminate against the
The secretary of war, in his annual report,
standard silver dollar, but it was not received.
states that the army has a strength of 24 761
Adjourned.
enlisted men.
He is of the opinion that per
manent peace In the Indian country can only
be maintained by the exhibition o f a force
LEPROSY IN NEW YORK.
large enough to beep hostile savages in eul>j-ntion.
H a argues In favor of & repeal <r a od » T h e T h r e e L e p e r s a t the C h a r l t r B m p l t n l
fication of the law making it uulawfui to u«e
—A M a n W h o s e P i n c e r s u n d T o e s art*
any part of the army as a posse oomitatus. and
D r o p p i n g Otr*
a. 6 b for more money for the manufacture of
There are three cases of leprosy at
arms. The estimates for the fiecal year ending
the Charity hospital at Blackwell’s
June 30,1880 are $40,387,718 33. which sum.
Secretary McCrary states, is only $1 910,862.15 island, New York, which have proved of
in exc ss of the aggregate appropriations for such carious interest to the medical
the year.
profession that the superintending phy
Tho public debt statement for November
shows an increase o f $3,214 242 61.
A long address to the Greenback party has
been issued by the central executive commit
tee, from the national capital. The address
congratulates the party upon its vote at the
late elections, tells the Greenbacsers to staud
ty their principles, and prophecies ultimate
success. F. P. Dewees, as chairman pro t m .;
Alexander Troup as secretary, Peter Cooper
and others signed the addressl
The President sent in a large batch o f nom i
nations to the Senate, inclfbiing E. A. Merritt
for collector of customs at New York ; Jwhn S.
Mooby, of Virginia, to be consul at Hong
Kong, etc.
E. M. Boynton will contest the election of
D r. L o rirg iu the sixth Massachusetts congressional district.
There are between 1 250 and 1,300 claims be
fore Congress, to be disposed of by that body.

F o r e ig n N e w s .
The sequestration of the estate of Henry
Taylor & Boos grain and flenr merchants, of
Glasgow, is announced. Liabilities, $6 500.000.
William Taylor, the imprisoned director o f the
City of G lasgow bank, is senior partner of the
firm.
The liabilities of the suspended London firm
o f Smith, Fleming & Co. are $14,457 4i5. and
the assets will not yield one-tenth that sum.
It is said that Russia has announced her
intention o f actively supporting the ameer of
Cabul if the English army should occupy any
point from which her own dominion in Asia
might be effectually threatened.
Attempts to aisassinate foreign rulers and
men in power continue. While tbe Hungarian
prime minister was entertaining Count Andressy aDd other Austrian statesmen in P esib,
Hungary, a bomb loaded with dynamite was
exploded near the minister’s pa Lee, without,
however, doing any material damage.
Abent fifteen persona were drowned in the
Mersey, at Liverpool, by the collision o f a
ferryboat with a ship at anchor.
The Marquis of L om e and Princess Louise
received an enthusiastic) greeting in Montreal.
The mayor read an address of welcome, to
which the new governor-general replied ; then
there was a procession through the streets,
which were lined with immense crowds, and a
ball in the evening terminated the day’s fes
tivities.
G eorge Henry Lewes, the eminent English
philosophical writer and husband of George
Eliot, the novelist, is dead.
The queen o f England expressed her satis
faction at, the reception accorded to her daugh
ter, tbe Princess Louise, and her son-in-Lw,
the M arquis o f L o m e , in Canada, by send
ing- the following cable dispatch to them :
“ Delighted at the reception.- Bay so.”
M ore than twenty villages in Macedonia have
been destroyed by Bisbi-bazonko— only one
thousand o f the inhabitants ©scaping. Turkish
troops have been tent to the scene of strife to
restore order.
A new Turkish ministry has been formed.
Buleimau Pasha, one o f the leading Turkish
generals in the war with Russia, has been
tentenced to fiftei n years' imprisonment f< r
misconduct during the war. H e has appealed.
U p on tbe arrival of L o m e and the Princess
Louise at Ottawa, tbe Canadian capital, they
met with an enthusiastic welcome, aud a series
of festivities in their honor took place,
c o n g r e s s io n a l

, su m m a r y .

S en ate.

T h e ihird se s’o n o f the Forty-fifth Congress
was opened promptly at twelve o’c ock by VicePresident Whet h r, Rev, Dr. Sunderland, the
chaplain, off-ring along prayer. After the ap
pointment of Messrs, Anthony and B iy a rd as
a committee to join a s m ilsr c >mmittee from
the House in noufNing the President that Con
gress had assembled a number of petitions and
private bills were presented and L id on the
t a b le .. . . Resolutions were presented by Messrs.
Harris, L am ar and E ast is. providing for the
appointment of a a m nit tee to investigate
thoroughly tho subject or the yellow fever
plague and report measures for its prevention
.. M r Morrill presented resolutions o f the
Vermont legislature in opposition to the silver
bill, aud Mr. Beck introduced a bill retiring tbe
trade dollar and recoining it into the standard
silver d o lla r... .M r Blaine submitted a resolu
tion directing the judiciary comm ttee to in
quire whether the constitutici al rights of
voters had been violated in any State during
the recent elections by fraud, intimidation or
other methods. L aid over___ The President’s
message was received and read, and soon after
the Senate ad j aimed.
Am ong the mils inirodnoed was one provid
ing for tbe issue of certiuoates o f deposit, and
one m iking the trade d o lL r l< gal tencer and
providing for a suspension o f the coinage of
the standard d o lla r .. . . A resolution was adopt
ed re questing the secretary of the treasury to
inform the S nate what amount of silver coin
has been received in payment of custom dues
eiuce the beginning of the current fiscslyear
. . . Mr. Matthews called up the Texas Pacific
railroad bill, and addressed the Senate in its
advocacy. A t 1.30 r . m . the Senate went
into executive session, and subsequently ad
journed.
Mr. Davis, o f W est Virginia, submitted a res
olution in the Senate instructing the commit
tee ou agriculture to inquire as to the best
means to piomota agricultural in terests....
Mr. Sanlsbury iutrocuced a bill re gulatii g the
1878, was $25,207,539.29. Since April 18,1876, redemption c f legal tenders in gold and silver
lb ere h»s been issued of fractional silver coiu ___ M r H i m - ’ resolution for the appointment
$39,728,166, aud though the coinage has been o f a committee to iuver-tigate tbe c iu -e s of
suspenoed temporarily,there is still a demand, \ ellow fever was adopted, after which Mr,
which is supplied from the stock on hand in Matthews moved to. take up the Texas Pacific
this office and in the mints, whiob, together bill, but the motion was r e j e c t e d , . T h e mdi-

sician is trouoled with more scientific
visitors than he cares to see.
In 1870 Emilio Trenal, then a boy
twelve years of age, came to New York
from a town in Cuba where no case of
leprosy has yet been recorded. He was
iu New York five years before the disease
showed itself in the leprous spots, with
local anesthesia, which are the principal
diagnostic in d icia . For two years and
four months he struggled against con
viction, and with some vain hope that
the diagnosis was a mistaken one, nntil
tho boys—little barbarians— began to
hoot him on the street. Eight months
ago he applied for admission to the hos
pital, and Will remain there nntil he can
be sent home. As tbe disease, when
pitted against youth and a strong con
stitution, is frequently twenty years in
completing its work, a more dreary and
suicide-inducing outlook oau soaroely
be imagined than that of a man stricken
leprous in his youth, and doomed to the
long isolation of the plague.
Abraham Brown, forty-five years cf
age, native of New York city, has been
in hospital a shorter period, but his case
is of more unique interest. The victim
was stricken only last April, and ad
mitted to the hospital in June. The
progress of the malady has been viru
lent and rapid, oommeuciog, as usual,
with thickening of the skin in spots,
with loss of local sensibility. Accom
panying this came a strange debility
and lassitude, with occasional exaltation
of spirits. The disease has now attack
ed the solid tissue of the bones, aud the
man’s hands and feet present a sight
that one would never care to see twice.
Some of the fingers and toes have al
ready dropped off, while the rest, ulcer
ous and loathsome, hang loosely by
their rotting and disfigured joints. The
brain remains unaffected, and tbe vic
tim converses with intelligence. Accord
ing to his own story, which has been veri
fied in its main particulars, Mr. Brown,
who is a gas engineer by profession,
emigrated thirteen years ago to Santiago
de Cuba, where he was employed in the
gas works for three years. He returned
to New Yoris ten years ago without a
vestige of the disease that baa since re
duced him to a living skeleton. It was
then 1868. He had lived in New York
ten years almost, wbeD, last spring, the
primary symptoms made their appear
ance. Ht> agrees with Trenal in declar
ing that no case of le{ rosy has ever, to
his knowledge, occurred in Santiago de
Cuba, and further declares that toe hai*
never been in contact with a case of it.
The doctors shake their heads, for it is
contrary to precedent that one should
become a leper de novo. But tbe mys
tery is that ten years of fair health
should elapse between tbe departure
from Santiago de Cuba and the first
manifestations of the malady. Brown
attributes his misfortune to exposure to
the heat of the sun and the breathing of
air loaded with foul vapors while pur
suing his profession in the West ladies.
The third case is that of an intelligent
German, aged seventy-one, who served
iu the United States army, in Texas,
years ago, and afterward followed the
business of a horse-trader on the Mexi
can border. Crises of the disease are
not nnfreqnent at Brownsville, Texa»,
and the bordtr districts of Mexico. In
that immediate viciuity they are eo com
mon as to attract little attention from
the indifferent and apathetic Mexicans.
Kail Henkle first detected symptoms of
disease in the spriDg of 1876, while em
ployed iu New York The case is not one
of extreme virulence, although, of
course, hopeless in the present condi
tion of medical science. Henkle is so
little disfigured and emaciated that one
might pass him on tbe street without
suspicion; but the malady gnaws deep,
aud is making steady progress.
A peculiar scientific interest, aside
from mere phases of tbe disease, inheres
in the second case described, as the vic
tim strenuously denies having ever seen
a leper. No great importance is given
to his own explanation, the fact beingfamiliar that leprosy is not uncommon
in Sweden and Norway, and among the
L ip p s and Finns, as well as in Italy,
Spain and warmer Mediterranean shore s,
from the Dardanelles to Gibraltar. In
vestigation has clearly shown that in all
these districts, as well as in Acadia,
elephantiasis grceeorum did not appear
spontane ously. No instance of sponta
neous origin appearing on the record,
medical inquirers are jrobing the cas&
of Brown to the very quick.

Phillips, F ranklin Co., Me.
Saturday, Deo. 14, IH/8,
0. M. MOORS, EDITOR AM/ PROPRIETOR.
C H U R C H D IR E C T O R Y .
P H IL L IP S .

Methodist—Rev. E. W. Simons, Pastor. SerTices every two weeks. Next service, Dec. 22.
Sabbath School at noon, every Sunday.
Services at West Phillips, once in four weeks.
Next service, Dec. 15.
Univerialist— ltev. O. H. Johnson, Pastor;
services at Union Church every four weeks.
Next service, Sunday, 22d. Sabbath School
each week, at 2,30 P. M.
Friends from abroad cordiallyinvited.
Free W ill Baptist—Rev. Edward Toothaker,
Pastor; services in Union Church every two
weeks.
Next service
Dec. 15.
Sabbath
School at noon, each Sabbath.
STRONG.

Methodist—Rev. George L. Burbank, Pastor;
services every Sabbath, A . m . a n d p . m . Prayer
meeting Sabbath evening at 7 o’clock. Sab
b a t h school at 12 o’clock, M.
Congregationalist—ltev. J. L Pratt, Pastor.
Services every Sabbath. Bible services at 11
A. M . Sermon at 1 P . m . Sabbath school at
noon each sabbath.
W ELD .

Free Baptist.—C. W. Purington, Pastor.—
Preaching every other Sabbath at 10.45. Next
service Dec. 28d. Sunday School at 12 o’clock.
Prayer and social meeting at O.iiO p. m . Bible
reading every Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock.—
Teachers’ meeting every Friday evening at 7
o’clock.
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DONE M A D R ID !

Twenty - Four Shares In the
S. R. R. R.
s o

t o

i

a

.

The little town o f Madrid has sur
vived the double-headed freshet and
other opposin<i forces, and. 58 to 19,
gives her assistance towards opening
our industries

io

the world, by taking

twenty-four shares in the railroad, at
their recent meeting.

This is another

step onward towards bringiug to us
new enterprises, and adding a wealth
to our valuation to be obtained in no
Other way but in the construction of
the world’s greatest benefactor— the
railroad.
W ell done,

Madrid.

W e rejoice

with you, and with friend Chick, we
shout, ‘*Glory enough for one day?”
and a wet one at that.
T o o t! toot! toot ! toot!
Raugeley. one for

One for

Madrid, one for

Phillips and another lor Strong.
Kingfield, Freeman, Salem— when
shall we toot for you ?

ANOTHER

B IG

FRESHET.

Sandy River Highest Since ’69.

Sunday night, the ground was

cov

ered with snow to the depth of some
six or eight iui’hes ; this was followed
Monday morning with a misty rain,
which increased as die day lengthened,
until night came, when it was raining
quite briskly, aud with a south-east
wind., brought forbodiugs of another
sudden rise in the river, and many of
our citizens were on the watch for
whatever might come— for all knew
it would come quickly.
A t I I : 30, evening, the branch

of

the river, uear the road, between the
two villages,
the

sidewalk,

ing fields and gardens.
The large
field owned by M r. French, in the
rear of the stores, was irrigated to
perfection. Considerable drift stuff is
left in the field, consisting of lumber,
barrels, an old scare-crow. Ac., &e ,
The height c f water in Mr. Kim ball’s
black-smi.h shop was 18 inches, and
when it receded, left a deposit of
mud about
an inch deep upon
the floor, as it did iu all places where
it gained access.
B . T . Parker’s
house contained two feet of water,
which was just 5^ feet less than is the
freshet o f ’69.
Mr. N . E. Viniug’s
shop, H . E. Beal’s aud the block of
dwellings had more or less water in
side, as did the dwellings of M. S.
and G. D . Hinkley and the Elm house.
M r. Amos Ellis lost a pig.
At the water’s highest point, Mr.
Eugene Shepard attempted to secure a
stack ot laths, which came into an
eddy, and on wailing in, came near
being carried beyond his depth, and
as ii was got in to his arm-pits.
A heavy sled-load o f lumber was
floated down to the joining of the
Dodge road and Main street, where it
was left astride the fence, a! a time
when the water must have been fully
8 feet deep at this point.
The water came up on to the land
near the old cemetery, without doing
any damage.
The heaviest loss occasioned by the
freshet, was sustained by Seward Dill,
Esq., whose mill in Avon was partly
demolished last week. A bridge also
owned by M r. Dill, was carried down
against the mill, and with the increas
ed force of water carried it away with
large^quantiiies o f lumber. The mill
contained an up and-dowu sow, edger,
cut-off, lath and jig-saw, with a large
amount of comparatively new belting,
which were scattered down the stream
for miles.
Much damage was also
done to his fences aud apple trees.
Ilia loss will not fall short of $1,000.
The bridge over the stream near
M r. (Jims. Cushman's, in Avon, was
carried away, after having been iu use
but one day, it having taken the place
of the one demolished last week. The
water here dug out the bank on both
sides of the stream, till the chasm has
reached a width of at least 75 feet by
15 in depth.
Not many years since
this stream was spanned by a bridge
about fifteen feet long. M r. Cush
man’s tine intervale, below the bridge,
sustained considerable damage by the
washing and deposits of rocks and
large quantities of turf and brush
from the bog above.
W e bear tliat
three other bridges iu Avon were de
stroyed.
A bridge, across the river, above
our village, known as the Fields bridge,
was swept away. Cottle hill, on the
road to Madrid, was badly gullied by
the water, and roads evhrvwbere suf
fered eons derably, though the frozen
state of the ground prevented the dam
age which otherwise would have been
very extensive. The bridge near the
school-house, in Strong, was swept
off, the telegraph wires were down,
and no communication was had be
yond Strong until Thursday, when
Tuesdays western mail arrived. The
stage from R mgeley came out W e d 
nesday without much trouble, and re
turned to-day, Saturday.
W e shall never be placed in con
stant communication with the outside
world until something besides flesh
and blood is depended upon to do the
carrying between here and Farmington. The business o f North Franklin
is retarded and damaged by these de
lays and dependatice on the old stage
coach system, and trucking, enough to
build aud equip a mile of road for
every week’s delay.
W e shall not
be in suitable condition to compete in
business with the most insignificant
town on a railroad line, until next fall,
when the snort of the iron horse an
nounces ortr deliverance.

was nearly even with
as the writer

up and immediately

Wliat city or town, located on
a railroad, was ever devoid ot com
munication for nearly a whole week?
The railroads have a knack o f rebuild
ing bridges in a night or a day, aud
telegraph wires along their lines are
quickly readjusted.

passed

returned, when

die water was coming over the walk.
In another hour an alarm

was given

by the bell on the school-house,
we

when

found the water two feet above

the walk, and rising

still very

The people in the vicinity were

fast.

b t o nr D ------ -l, who was afraid
their mothers (? ) would take them
to task, probably, saw fit to disarrange
our list of names in the house warm
ing article, and lie now offers a prem
ium for the first correct solution of
the same.

not

slow to remove their families to higher
ground,

and

Messrs.

Pliiuney

aud

Bangs threw open their doors to all
who needed

shelter

from

heavy rain and wind.

the now

Some of the

E iP O u r lower village was not dam
aged by the freshet, and none of the
upper village, save the part near the
water line.
But a very small part
o f our village, us a whole, was sub
merged.

storekeepers took their goods into the
secoud story, knowing well what has
happened may happen again.
store cellars of A .

The

Tootaker & Co.,

S. S Williams, C. M. Davis, aud M.
B P 3The Chronicle was misinformed,
in regard to the lower village bridge
being carried away.
It was not in
that we learn, save that of M r. Ilink- jilted in the least. Probably the first
ley, where 2,000 bushels of potatoes one in Avon was meant.

S. Hinkley were flooded ;

but nome

of them contained goods to damage,

were stored.

Dry wood, boards, and

many discriptions of

lumber,, -were

swept away, or deposited in neighbor

*

K P T uesday’s mail
arrived here
Thursday P. M., at three o’clock, b^
the way of Crosbyville.

The Railroad.
M r. E d ito r :— 1 feel illy prepared
to present to your many readers an
article touching the railroad interest,
in this place; but situated as I am,
I listen to very much, pro and con,
which can but operate both for and
against. To the latter my attention
is called. That the railroad is needed
and will be a benefit to the towu of
Phillips and surrounding towns, is ad
mitted by nearly all.
Friction is a
law in Nature, and to most effectually
overcome Ibis, the mind o f mau is
ever turned. That this has been very
efectually done in the mighty steam
engine, the track, the wheel, the axle,
is most certainly evinced.
.So from
this we turn, and say, that the same
law of friction has its force in mind
as in matter. How shall this hiudernnce be met and overcome is the
question with our people? This once
done, and we may listen to the distant
approach of the rumbling curs. Some
seem to think that the rich are to reap
the harvest, aud ought to build the
road. Others, that the villages and
business men are the lucky ones, and
should bear the burden. And others
still, take the broader view, that a’l
are to be benefited, and should all
bear a part o f the expense. And how
the most effectually to come to this
last distribution is a question.
To
some(though honest no doubt) a town
loan seems extortion— voting away
the rights of the people.
A ll roads,
bridges, town houses, poor houses,
school houses, and all public buildings
are built and sustained by assessment
upon the people. A nd though this at
a glance may appear extortion (il
legal robbery, yet we know this is
right aud as it should be, and so re
cognized .in town, couLty, State and
Natiou.
T o get at the town loan question
properly we may ask, will its value
increase by said road? and if so
cannot the town afford to aid in its
own interest; or should individual
property be eo opelled to do the entire
work to aid the many? N ow we say,
to secure its success and to equal its
cost no means can be adapted that
will be so just, so equal, so easily
raised aud little felt, as that of town
aid.
While those of small means are
but little helped, they pay but little.
The men o f means must thus pay their
share. Even those who are so wil
ling to receive the benefits at the e x 
pense o f others. and those who wish
or arc wiljjug to do more, can and do
take stock besides.
That the valuation of our town will
be very much increased, few can doubt.
Business must increase and centre
here. Our resources will be felt, and
every farmer,brought fifteen Or twenty
miles nearer a railroad, must inevita
bly share iti the rewards.
But to take
the more unfavorable view— that it
may not pny— even then its cost can
be more easily borne by the many than
by the few, and on tile rule of justice,
so common an interest should be car
ried by the common people. In a late
rise of water, the very extreme of
West Phillips lost a bridge, and though
of little importance to the major part
of our town, from its remoteness, it
was at once rebuilt at the town’s ex
pense. Thus we may see the effect of
co-operative bodies, and thus may we
see it in this railroad enterprise until
we witness tile success o f our object,
and its benefits be felt and shared by
all our people, and every doubting one
made to rejoice over its completion to
our village.
OBSERVER.

M r. Blaine iu response to a toast
Saturday night, said that lie was glad
to say that with the end of the war, bis
hostility to the South had ended com
pletely. He entertained now for every
man, woman and child of that region
the most benevolent feeling.
H e had
nothing whatever of a personal hostil
ity to anybody from the South.
So
far as he was coneernedrhe wouid en
courage the development of the intelli
gence o f the South, to cultivate and
assist its men of intellect.
He was
followed by M r. Blackburn, who took
up the gauge o f friendship thus thrown
down and replied in elegant language
to the senator from Maine. A s if by
common impulse the gentlemen arose,
extended their arms across the table
and shook hands, amid the applause
o f the company.
'The trouble in Brcathett Co.,K y., is
not over.
Numerous threats are made
and citizens are leaving their homes.
'The life of Judge Edward Strong is
threatened, and he is in campon Reilly
Creek, guarded by GO men.
Captain
Strong is quartered on the middle fork
of the Kentucky river with 20 men,
while Capt. Actman with about 25
men is on the north fork. Heavy fireing has been heard in the direction of
the last named place. The rioters in
tend “ running” the town of Jackson,
and merchants are removing their
goods. Orders are being sent down
for pistols and ammunition.

Tw o more cases ot small
reported in Portland.

pox

are

'The Simpson team has reached
Aroostook without ‘ ’busting.”
The old organ which was destroyed
with the Congregational church, in
Hallowed, was first used at the coro
nation of George I I I .
The schooner
Caledonia,
went
ashore on Libby Island, early Tuesday
morning, the 3d inst.
The captain
and crew of live men were all lost.
'Two passengers were saved.
President
Chamberlain
reached
home Saturday night on his return
from Europe.
A barouche, drawn
by four horses, was in waiting at the
station.
He was escorted to his resi
dence by students beariug torches,
headed by a hand o f music.
A verv severe accident happened
at W eld Village on Saturday of last
week ; David Robertson, a hoy of
15, fell through an open scuttle at the
store o f Samuel M cLaughlin, striking
on his head against the w a ll, near the
bottom o f the cellar.
He is in an un
conscious state most of the time, and
fears are entertained that his skull
is fractured.

Some ten or twelve families in H a l
lowed, from the vicinity of the Granite
Quary, are contemplating settling at
some point in Aroostook, should suf
ficient inducements he offered by the
Details of the assassination o f State.
It is the intention of these
Pardo, at Lima, state that he was just families go to Presque Isle, Caribou or
entering the Senate room and had just Fort Fairfield, and they are of the
passed the guard, which lie had saluted opinion that the State should provide
as usual, when the sergent deliberately transportations or some other suitable
fired at Pardo’s hack.
Pardo expired inducements to aid iu the settlement
in a few minutes.
The members of of the unoccupied lands o f the State.
the guard made no effort to assist D r.
T h e S t a t e P r i z e s . — General order
M elgar in arresting the sergeant, and
the latter escaped, but was re-arrested N o . 10, issued from the headqurters
o f the Frist Regiment o f Infantry,
bv a sergeant of the geuilermes.
Portland, December 3, by command
The anchor mill at Minneapolis.
of Colonel Mattocks, announces the
Minn., owned and operatedbyCliar.es
scores of the several companies com
A . Pillsbury & Co., W as hurried Mon
peting for the State prizes o f $50 aud
day. The origin o f the fire is sta'ed
$25, and awards the first prize to ti.e
to he the same as before, from the ex
Biddeford Light Infantry, whose score
plosion o f flour-dust. Tile mill had 12
was 597, and the second to the Capital
runs of stones, and employed 20 men.
Guards of Augusta, whose score was
Loss probably $75,000, Insured $45,571.
The lowest score was 442, by
000.
the Jameson Gards of Bangor,
The
A N e w Orleans despatch says that Portland Light Infantry scored 473,
seven men have been brought there and the Mechanic Blues 454.
from Concordia Parish, charged with
shooting negroes and preventing them
Thursday, Dec. 5th , one of the most
from voting for members o f congress. terrible accidents that ever occurred
They were held in $6 000 each for in Saccarappa happened at the Port
trial.
Six others are under arrest land and Rochester depot.
A s the
for the same crime iu Natchitoches.
easternly hound train was leaving the
station. Dr. R. P. Jeimess, who had
A London despatch from Darmsdat
go n e into a car to take leave of a ueiee,
says that the grand D iclies of llesse
stepped from the moving train and
is seriously ill of diptheria.
The
was thrown headlong upon the <rack
grand Duchess is Princess Alice of
and instantly killed by the two wheels
England, second daughter o f Queen
o f the rear car passing over the lower
Victoria.
portion o f his head, crushing it to a
A Dill was offered in the II >use
shapless mass. Dr. Jeimess was a lead
Monday, to direct tile Secretary of.the ing physician there, and well-known
Treasury to use the $10,000,000 legal through out the adjoining towns.
tender held for the redemption of frac
tional currency, in payment o f the 5.20
Saturday evening while the cattle
bonds,
intended for Liverpool were being load
ed upon the steamer Quebec, at the
Eben Wentworth, superintendent ot
Graud trunk shends, an ox objected to
the State Reform School since 1873,
died Sunday night, 8tli iust, suddenly, the trip, and when about ready to de
ot heart disease.
He was sixty years scend to liis quarters, broke away and
leaped over the side of the ship into
of age.
the dock, a distance of 30 feet.
11is
There is no mistaking a real gentle
hath changed his mind, and he made
man, says the N ew Orleans Picayune.
discouraging remarks concerning the
When he approaches a free lunch table, situation.
A man in a boat got him
lie always wants a napkin and a chair.
by the horns, and held liis head above
The application for a patent for water uulil ropes could he adjusted for
He was finally
Thomas A . Edison for his electric the animal’s rescue.
light was passed upon Friday, and raised by the steam winch on board,
N o t f o r t h e E d i t o r ’s E y e . — A
but when near the. rail the rope broke;
big hole in our Boss’ front yard, made the patent will he issued Thursday.
and the operation hud to he repeated,
by the removal of a large granite bou1A new Greenback paper, The Lead He was finally safely housed, however,
der, owing to the late rains, became
er,
will he started in Pori land soon, to a saddei and a wetter ox.
One of liis
full of water, and being slightly frozen
lie published by Elliot King, and ed horns was partly broken oft' in nis fall.
over, the gentleman aforesaid, think
A large crowd gathered to witness the
ing to try the ice with his foot, lost his ited by Colonel Montgomery.
balance aud but for the providential
Governor Hampton’s wounded leg exercises.— S unday Tinies.
presence o f a friend, lie would have was safely amputated below the knee,
Saturday afternoon fire was discov
got a ducking. M orral— mind where Tuesday. Legislature almost unani
ered in tlie Auburn eugiue house.
you put your foot.
D ------- L.
motislv elected him Senator.
The steamer was rescued, but the
Col. Prince, ( Dem . ) was elected building fell in fifteen minutes. LossBP^Sunta Claus, on account of the
Mayor of Boston by 1500 pluraltiy. $7,000 ; insured for $3,000.
Ralfe,
weather, will appear this year in
Mitchell & C o.’s grocery, south' on
swallow tail coat, tall hat and unbrella.
jF ^ D o n ’t forget that the Universal- Spring street, was also burned. Loss
His full full-length portrait can bo ist sociable takes place at the Hall,
$5,000 ; not insured.
The second
found in another column.
this Saturday evening.
Select read- floor was occupied by Isaac Mitchell ;
ugs will he given.
goods partially saved.
N ext to the
B p ’Don’t come more tliau twenty
grocery store the bouse owned by C.
miles to see the ruins of the lower
t ^ A n interesting historical article, P. Davis and D r. W . C. H all, of Ply
village bridge. The ruins ain’t there.
by M ajor Sewerd Dill, will he present mouth, M ass., was destroyed.
Loss
The bridge still waves.
Hallelujah ! !
ed iu our next week’s paper.
$35,000 ; insured for 25,000. It was
§3^Some people sit down to write
occupied hy C. P. Davis, R. Bumpass,
B p ’There is a stream whose gentle
a piece for the paper, as though the
and M r. Locke. The furniture o f all
good book meant them when it says, flow is never disturbed by heavy rains were saved. The fire went no farther
—
it
is
called
an
ex-treme.
“ blessed is the peace maker.”
on Spring street. On Pleasant street
B P W e might say, by way of a the stable attached to the dwelling of
there’s a dirth of news— ex
H i ram Fairbanks and Briggs sisters,
cepting local— this week, it may be change, it is quite cold, as we go to
was burned. The dwelling of J. E.
press.
N
o
signs
o
f
a
rain.
credited to the fact that we have not
Tibbetts was also destroyed.
Loss
seen any mail since Monday.
I ^ I t ikes a worse freshet than $3,000; partially insured.
Several
any we’ve seen to throw a runner off other buildings were scorched.
Cause
Bp*Our liver,' like some people,
unknown.
rises above its social line, nccasionally, his heat.
but force of circumstances causes it to
B P Perk ins Plantation is to peti
return from whence it came.
M A R R IA G E S .
tion the Legislature to he annexed to
Weld.
"
______
JJ^Come right along— the bridge
is still there.

i

J jp L e t us have a lyceum.

In Phillips, Dec. 8, by N. It. Beni, Ksq., Mr.
James ll. Hinkley, of Phillips, and Miss Mary
E. Cook, of Strong.

— The stoves advertised for sale by | — There’s no great calamity with
M r. Shepard, at the Elmwood house, out an occasional item of humor ocare nearly bran new— well worth their curing, or chance for a smile, when a
— Take it back !
first price, but will be sold at a bargain. man L not too much of a hog, if oc
casion requires, for one of those hu
— Conflicting reports— weather re
— Some parts of cur villiage resem
man sunbeams.
Our friend Par ser,
ports.
bles a promiscous lumber yard, though
whose dwelling contained at one time
— A house divided against it self not much order is observed in lhu dis Tuesd ‘.ly night full two lent of water
placement of lumber. The upper hotel
cannot stand.
above the floors, has a cosset sheep—
has a board-pile located at its front
or rather his bov has one— and as the
— J. D. Esty announces a large lot
door; another at the store door of
water entered the stable, and surround
of Christmas presents. See him.
C. M . Davis, and another large pile
ed the house, Nan was invited iuto
— Address and visiting cards print is swung into the street.
the house, after being found standiug
ed every Saturday— 25 for 10 cts.
— Our river is getting as obnoxious in a foot of water. She came in wil
— The Chronicle is to be enraged— as the man who “ rises to explain” oc lingly, but t wo feet of water soon ne
no, no,— enlarged the first of January. casionally, and like Banco’s ghost, cessitated another move, and a little
seems determined not to “ down” ex persuasion and the water below in
— Opposition begets business, and
cept for short periods. It is not slow duced her to mount the front stairs,
is sometimes advantageous to the pub
in getting its back up ; rises six or and she was kindly admitted to a
lic.
eight feet and falls back to its uatural daik closet in the chamber till the
— A gentleman in Farminsrton took bed inside of twenty-four hours, and water subsided.
Another friend,
ten shares in the Sandy R. R. R. last is not much of a chap for tising from whose pig once before barely escaped
week.
the freshet— not the one of ’69— was
its bed, either.
— Capt. Robinson has added another
— The Methodist Society, we are invited to the residence of his owner,
handsome chamber set. to his already told, will also hold their entertainment and spent a pleasant season iu the
fine collection of household furniture. two nights— the 25th and 26th.
The pantry. W e felt somewhat concerned
first night’s exercises will he as usual about au old hen we once knew, but
— W e have simply dropped our
for Christmas festivals,aud the second thought best not to enquire of its
railroad train, but a few inches, to
Another pig had an inevening a drama and farce will be owner.
illustrate the recent action of Madrid.
presented, ahd music, with solos,duets, promptu bath iu the swollen waters,
— The Baptist circle will meet quartettes, etc., all of which, no doubt, and Thursday was found rooted to
Thursday evening o f next week, with will contribute to make a very inter the ground, in the road, and drowned.
Committed suicide to evade its pre
Mrs. Geo. Esty and Mrs. I. T . L a m  esting entertainment.
destined fate of cold steal and hot w a
bert.
— W e are not able to offer large ter.
— Mrs. M ajor Dill, we are sorry to premiums.for best yields of produce,
hear, had the misfortune, Tuesday, to and sich ; but will give a years sub
In the Senate, Tuesday, Senator
fall upon the ice, badly spraining an scription to the P h o n o g r a p h to any Blaine went to Senator Thurman
ankle.
one who will pay us the small sum of and asked him why lie insisted that
— Ice formed on the lakes Sunday 81.50, produced from any turnip patch, the resolution to investigate the recent
night, but the winds of Monday and of whatever size, manured in the hill, elections should go over for a day.
subsequent rains disarranged it some or raised without poles; gathered Mr.Thurman intimated that he thought
with a mowing machine ; cured in the the resolution of the Senator from
what.
stack, or fed to the pigs.
A ud we Maine was blamed nonsense.
“ You
— M rjor D ill got his mill nearly guarantee the money’s worth— aud no misunderstood the object of my reso
cleared ot debris, left by the freshet of short crop.
lution,” said M r. Blaine ; “ I don’t care
last week, when the latest rise finished
— He probably was in the habit o f about investigating the elections in
the job.
conversing with a sensible man, for South Carolina and Virginia, but my
— The jolly' sleigh-bells, gaily ring as he came down the street Tuesday, friend, Ben Butler, has said that there
ing over six inches of snow, on Tues in several inches of snow, he was was intimidation in Massachusetts;
day, gave way to wheels and mud for heard to remark, “ W ell, what do that the factory owners prevented their
you think of this for sleighing?” Be operatives from voting for the people’s
Wednesday.
It that is so, I waut to
ing addressed to himself, he answered candidate.
— W e are sorry to learn that the wife
readily, “ Oh, I ’ve seen better sleigh find it out. The purity ot the ballot
o f N . II. Beal, Esq., fell in the excite
ing than this will be, with only two in Massachusetts must and shall be
ment of Tuesday evening, and severe
M r. Thurman did uot
inches of snow !” And the next day he preserved.”
ly injured the sciatic nerve.
fell into the same snow, up to his arm- repl}. He gently rubbed the top of
— If you think o f gettiug married, pits, while crossing an amateur pond h’is nose with his red baudanna hand
kerchief, and dropped the outer corner
soon, just come in and see our samples by means of a fence.
of his right eye.
M r. Blaine, also
o f wedding cards— none handsomer or
— W e oceasionlly receive some ex overcome with emotion, stepped rapid
more reesonable can he proeurred.
cellent specimens of Job Printing, ly over to the Republican side of the
Right in style.
from the establishment of D . H : chamber.
— D. II. Toothaker has a bouncing Knowlton & Co., Farmington. Their
big porker, and his patrons will no office is fully equipped with modern
doubt soon grunt acquiesence to its styles of printing machinery and types,
merits, when properly diluted with and possessing the facilities which
P r ic e O iirre n t.
beaus or potatoes.
they do. it would be singular if they

g ® e a fl l i t f e i s ,

should fail to suit the most fastidious,
Corrected every Friday.
wishing for anything in thd line of
Apples—cooking. 15 @ 25; eating, 30 @ 50 ; dried
printing.
Knowlton and M cLear}'
5S 7
Beans—yellow eyes, 7 quart; pea, *
are live printers, and deserve the suc Butter—first
quality, 16818 4? tb.
cess with which they have been at Cheese—Factory. 10 itf lb. Home made 11.
Coffee—Rio, 18 18) 25 lb; Java, 30 8 35
tended in the past, and, which no Corn—Western 72 3 75
— There was about a foot of water doubt will eudeavor to merit in the Flour—5.00 8 7.50 if bbl
Fish—dry cod, 5 Of tt>; pollock, 3; hake, 4; rock
in the last fieshet, for every inch of future.
cod, 4
La rd —pail, 11 If lb; tierce, 10
snow which was on the ground.—
— The last quarterly conference of Molasses—40 g 55 y gallon
Perhaps we can tell just how much of
11 \f lb; cut loaf, 12; coffeethe Methodist church, for the year, Sugar—granulted,
crushed. 9>i; standard yellow, 9
a rise to expect next time.
which was appointed for last Saturday Tea—Japan, 50 g SO4? lb; Oolong, 35 ■§ #0

— The Methodist sociable, anounced
last week to be held Thursday, at the
Grange Hall, was posponed for four
weeks, on account o f conference aud
Christinas festivals.

— The clerk of the weather sent us
a snow-storm Monday night, and then,
as though a mistake had been made,
a rain-storm was foisted upon us
*s though we needed it— but we didn’t.
— The Patrons of Husbandry, of
No. Franklin Grauge, elected officers
for the ensuing year, at their regular
meeting, last Saturday evening. They
will be installed at their next regular
meeting.
— An excellent and very valuable
Christmas present to our schools or
to the town, would be Appleton’s Cy
clopedia complete, aud placed in some
convenient place, where easy access
could be had.
— W in. II. Hunter, of Strong, com
mences a singing school at Temple,
this week. W hy can’t wp have one
here? W e understand Mr. Hunter
would come here, if encouragement
were ottered.
— W e give our patrons another
week, in which to get good and dry,
and make out lists of holiday goods,
which will lie presented next week.
The sudden rise in wet goods, forces
us to this change o f programme.

and Sunday, was postponed, and a
visitiug clergyman, Mr. Ferris, oc
cupied the pulpit in the forenoon,
and Rev. Geo. L. Burbank,ot Strong,
in the afternoon. A love feast was
held in the morning, which was quite
interesting. A t the evening service,
newr zeal was manifested, and it was
announced that the Presiding Elder,
Rev. C. C. Mason, would be here
and preach afternoon and evening.
Thursday of this week.
— Our friend Dau, Q. is hardly fair
to poke fun at his Occasional eulogizer,
who happens to have his ardor damp
ened, as it was Tuesday night, Dan
(who was the Observer on this occa
sion) says he wouldn’t move till the
team was gone— prefering Sol-it ary
confinement— till the wild waves wash
ed his very footstool, when he pleaded
for a transport, but not a sail was to be
seen upon the turbulent waters, and he
had to content himself in sitting on his
cellar stairs and fishing for floating
wood.
His cider barrel was kept dry,
happily, though he informs us his well
got severely drenched.

—Sunday was cold,rough and windy,
while
Monday
cleared away for
— Mr. Stone, of Avon, anchored a a snow, six inches or more fuel in
pig’s head, to soak, in the river, Tues the nightime, for sleighing making
day.
N ow our down river neighbors, (piite a g o 'd show. Tuesday of weath
by looking sharp, may possibly secure er, a mixture— some snow, some slosl
the dainty morsel, which will arrive and some rain, and we bethought our
well soaked, aud ready to “ cheese it.’’ selves of the freshet— of the wild wa
ters raising old Gain. Tuesday night,
— A novel and excellent kerosene
ot rain just a sprinkling ; an east wind,
lamp can be seen at the store of J. D.
so mild and so warm, one scarcely
Esty.
It is of wood with safety lin
could think as it whistled in its breath
ing, and globe aud glass reflector top.
were bodings of harm. The snow in
It is very neat in appearance and said
the mountains aud valleys, on hillside
to be one of the safest. W e have one
iu woodland and Held, was melted to
which ik perfectly satisfactory.
water aud quickly a power of might ii
— W e had an idea, Tuesday, that did wield. The liver dashed onward,
this week’s paper night lie delayed relentless, and grasped everything in
a day or two, in order to get a full its way, crept up into the street, into
report of the freshet, hut fearing a cellars, and entered doors which stood
a.'iiopsis, would scarcely do justice to in its way.
The people were up—
the great subject, we decided to come some were fearful of danger, and be
out as usual, and simply bring the re gan to prepare— but the story can’t be
port up to date, leaving the t ext “ rise” told in this 'manner, so for particulars
for our next issue.
please see elsewhere.

4

Potatoes—65a70 if bushel
Oats—35 4? bushel
Beef—by the hundred, 5.00 ® 7.00; steak 10 ® 14
4?' fb; roasts, 7 ® 10; corned, 4 @ 6
Poultry—chickens, 8 g 12 ■F’ lb; turkeys, 12; or
dinary fowls, 7 8 10
Pork—roast, 688
tb; round hog, 5; clear salt
pork, 8 g 10; hams, 10 @ 12
Mutton—6 8 8 g'tb; spring lamb, • ® 10
Veal Steak—13V tb: roast, 6 ® 8
Nutmegs—8 if oz
Starch—10 g 12
Soda—6 ig 8
Cream Tartar—40 V tb
Dried Currants—10 if tt>
Raisins—8 g 12
Onions—2 4? tb
Vinegar—35 if gallon
Pickles—8 \f tb
Rice—8 g 10 if tb
Kerosene Oil -20 g 28 if gallon
[The above prices are at retail.]
PRODUCE MARKET.
Apples—Winter, No. 1, l.OOgl.50®' barrel; dried
3g5
Beans—yellow eyes, 1.50 g 1.75; pea, 1.85 Q 2.CO;
medium, 1.65 if bushel
Eggs—22 V dozen
Hay—10.00 If*1ton; straw, 5.00
Oats—30 8 35 V bushel
Potatoes—60 g 65
Wood—hard 2.00 ® 2.25 if cord
Pelts—50 3 1 CO
Hides—5%
Wool—33 8 35 V tli

O W IN G TO TH E L A T E RAINS, A N D RAD
ROADS CONSEQUENT,

Furniture Marked
Down, Down!

EW NPAPER

♦

—AND—

J T O iJ B

PRINTING
O W F 1c K ,

E . M . R O B IN S O N ,
D E A L E R IN

FURNITURE
Has Constantly On Hand

Coflans and Caskets,
—ALSO—

Coffin and Casket Trimmings,
.

FOR SALE.

Emboissed

Pictures,

For Ornamental Work.

Picture Frames at Reduced Prices,
W riting Desks, Albums, .
Stereoscopic View Holders,
Brackets and Card Baskets.
The best Cottage Bedsteads, with Castors,
Best Lounges,
Dining Chairs, best,
High Chairs,
Best Cane Chairs,
Large Cane Rockers,
Nurse
“
“
Nurse, with arms,
Nurse, wood seats,
Good French Chamber Sets,
Best French Chamber Sets, with Dressing
Case and Fancy Pulls,

$2.50
10.00
.50
.75
-87
2.50
150
2.25
1 25
18.00
30.00

£3?“ A11 of my goods are I V L t l l ’ l L O C l
! O o w n to suit the times. Call and see
before buying elsewhere.
Call and see for yourselves. All orders for
S i” n
P a in tin fr
Promptly attended to.
E. M. ROBINSON.
No. 3 Beal Block,
Phillips. Me.

E lm w o o d

H ou se,
Proprietor,

Hoard, £l 00 to $1.50 per day.
Phillips, Me.

Tax Notice.

A

»

GOOD SATISFACTION
—IN—

Work and Prices
— AS—

“ A N Y OTHER M A N .”

HEAVIEST WORE
— AND—

H

a t s ,

C

a p s

db

F u r s .

Our custom department is under the charge of

H enry W.

W O O L E N S A N D T R IM M IN G S
Constantly on Hand.
No. 1 Beal Block,
Phillips, Maine.
E .

The Most Deli cite,
— FR O M —

True,

who guarantees a perfect fit in all the “Nobby”
Styles of the day. A full line of

II. S H E P A R D ,
A t the Elmwood Hotel.

Livery & Boarding Stable,

A Mammoth P oster
— TO —

The Nicest W edding
or V isiting C a rd s!
-IN —

THE HIGHEST STYLE OF THE ART

GOOD T E A M sra ^ _ AS CH E A P
To Let,
as the cheapest.
t4^“ I have also for sale, at a bargain, a good
parlor cook stove, also a “Cherub" parlor heat
er, both new.
13tf
E. H. SHEPARD.

— AT—

B O T T O M P R IC E S

W . H U N T E R , M. D ,

Physicians Surgeon
Strong,

Maine.

P .A .S A W Y E R ,

A Specialty.
Among the various kinds of work w*
can guarantee satisfaction upon, may be men
tioned—

A ttorney § Counselor at Law, MAMMOTH POSTERS i
Office in Beal Block,
Phillips, Me., Sept. 14, 1878.

D. H. TOOTHAKER,
Dealer in

DRY 800DS

& GROCERIES,

5 Beal Block, Phillips, where

Good
2

Goods at Low Prices

F. A. K IM B A L L , M.D,

P hysician! Surgeon
Office in Beale Block,

Maine.

W atchm aker and

T ln fl (T gl1^ I 5x13 inches, 6Iax20,
JJU U.gt5l j ]
10x26, etc,, etc., etc.
H i ' P i 1o v o l P ,ain and Fancy Circulars, of
vJI* O U lc lI o ) any size or shape desired.

Town Reports,
Catalogues,
Law Briefs,
T51 o n l r o i Warrantee, Quit Claim and MortD lc t lllV o I gage Deeds; Bends, Bills of Sale,
Notes, Drafts, Receipts, etc., etc.

Bills of Fare,

pgT'The Barden House, Phillips, Me., is too
well known to require comment.
Square
meals, and good, clean and comfortable lodg
ings, for both man and beast, are always in
readiness, at low prices. Board, from $1 to $2
per day. SAM UEL FARMER, Prop’r, alse pro
prietor of Stage Route to Rangeley. Private
Teams always in readiness at moderate prices.
B . T . P A R K E R
Phillips, - - Maine.

Show Bills) 35*48^-6!}-"2-AU ^>108fet

School Reports,

is the order of the day.

Bill Heads,
Envelopes,
Note Headings,
L etter Headings,
Shipping Tags,

A First Class Assortment

,

Jeweler !

A N D D E ALE R IN

W

a t c h e s cfe C l o c k s .
Repairing Fine Watches a specialty. Ovei
25 years experience. Watch Cases polished
without extra charge.
17*

*13

LL R E A L ESTATE TAXES, FOR 1877, re
maining unpaid, will be advertised on
Jan. 1st, 1879.
M. C. K E LLE Y , Collector.

we can give as

— ALSO —

Christmas Goods.

E. D. P R E S C O T T ,

Printer, etc., we feel confident, that

5Ye are prepared to do the

Barden House.

very thing goes ; no goods to be left
over. So call and examine ana see prices that
can't be beaten.
2t,14*
Phillips, Me.

With an experience of Eleven Years, as Jt o

D E A L E R S IN

I can be found at Dr. K IM B A L L ’S
office, Beal Block, Phillips, Dec. 24th,
1878, for three weeks, when I shall be
pleased to see all in need of
3 D o n tn ,l W o r k . .
E. A. W ILLIAM S.
Remember the time and place.

J. D . E 8 T Y ,

New and Nice,

Drugs, Gent’s Furnish’g Goods,
Ready Made Clothing.

ENTISTRY!

at the old store on the corner, to supply all de
sirous of Presents from his large and varied
stock of

Having Just Fitted Up

Beal & Worthley,

Phillips,

Extends notice to his many friends that he
will be unable to visit this vicinity this
season, and has made arrange
ments with

PHONOGRAPH

— OF—

X . A H E . _
On Hand
And For Sale at A ll Times.

Keys L o s t!
•'■pflE Subscriber has lo-d: a bunch o f Keys in
JL this village, and will repay the finder who
may leave them at this office, or with

2tl3

H. E. REAL.

Olliee Over !*<»;<
I P I I I L I A i r 'S .

M E .

^ ^ m m ssm su m
And the hour had come and her de • tive, taking her siesta in an easy-chair,
eibiou was not made, and her aunt was when Mr. Gilmour came. Linnie shiv
ered as she saw him.
furious.
A. clear, beautiful night, with tlie least
F ir s t E s ta b lish e d ! M ost Successful !
“ My dear child, do you repent yet
“ You have not made up your mind
icuoh of frost in the delicious air, aud a jet, you say?— and Mr. Gilmour ex of your promise ?” he asked her kindly.
T H E I R I N S T R U M E N T S feuve u etandord
brilliaut indigo sky, thickly studded pected an answer immediately, I sup 
value in all the
“ A promise is to me a sacred thing,’
with stars, like sparks of flame.
pose you mean to refuse him,” quavered she replied, evasively.
In a small, neat room on the upper M rs. Carll, “ aud 1 must go on living
“ Granted. But were Erie Waiford
most floor of a six-story tenement, a this sort of life, starving and freezing, still living ?”
OF
pale; petite young lady stood at the one as long as I stay in this cold, ungrat e“ He has broken his vows to me,” was
Everywhere recognized as tbe F IN E S /
IN TO NE .
window thoughtfully watching the mo ful world, which won’t be long. After the laconic response.
tion and glitter in the street below.
“ Perhaps so. Perhaps he is living,
all I ’ve done for you, Linnie, how can
O V E R
8 0 ,0 0 0
Who wanl glossy, luxuriant
On a couch on the other side of the you be so cruel— so positively wicked ! ’ and is true. Perhaps he is on his way to
M ade and in nee. New Donigpa constantly.
apartment lay a weak-faced woman, evi
ami
wavy
trasses
of
abundant,
Best work and lowest prices.
“ Don’t aunty,” returned Linnie, yon even now. ”
Send for a t.'utalopvK-.
dently ill, or, what is worse, thought faintly, her delicate form quivering as if
She struggled to her feet, and fixed
hoauiiful l i a i r must use
herself so. And, in truth, Mrs. M iria from a blow, and another scalding t.?ar her startled eyes upon his face.
JLIQK’S K A TH A 1R 0N. This
Carll was one of those dependent, cling dropped into the heart of the lily.
“ You have something to tell me,’’ she
elrgani, cheap article always
ing, unambitious creatures whom the
“ You thankless and unreasonable cried. “ What is it?”
makes tho Hair grow freely
world pities sometimes, and despises creature,” snapped Mrs. Carll. “ Did
For answer, the gentleman opened
I 1 Au infa ltble and unexcelled remedy tom
and fast, keeps it from falliug
always. She had been reared in that I not take you when you were an or the door and admitted Erie Warford.
j
1 (- « (» , K|>lli |>*y o r K iililiig r u c m i r s .
w a r r e n -t e d to effect, a speedy and
out,
tuvosls
and
cures
pray*
unenviable grade of society known as phaned, halfTstarved baby and bring
“ I have brought my grandson to call
a
PERMANENT enr*
“ genteel poverty”— that peculiar, sup you up as my own ? Have I not clothed upon yon, Miss L !nnie,” he said.
ness, removes (land ruff and
j Is « B
“ A t r e e b'>l t i e " of my
I ■
w,
renowned specific and a
erficial class whose heads and hearts are and educated you aud given you a
But the girl heard nothing except her
itching, makes the H a i r
K H h b M valQ,lb'-' Tr»atts« eont ♦©
Jj
1
*
any
stiff--ror sending me hir
as empty as their stomachs, and whose home ?”
lover’s fond und passionate words, and
strong, giving it a curling
S 8 "W
P. O. aud Express address.
gilded idleness is poorly suggestive of
The beteficenfc woman uttered these saw nothing but his dear face, so un
H . o . ROOT. 1 8 3 fVori Street, Now York.
tendency and keeping it in
“ Solomon’s lilies,” inasmuch as neither questions glibly, as she ought, for she changed and true.
any desired position. Beau
one nor the other toils nor spins. At had asked them every day for the last
“ You forget yourself, Melinda,” ob
tiful, healthy Hair is tlie sure
twenty she had sold herself to a rich old twenty years.
served Mrs. Carll, greatly shocked.
result of using Eathairon.
husband, whose childless widow she
“ You are mistaken,” retorted Mr.
Linnie was silent and her heart was
had been for years. Mrs. Carll, who 5 tter.
Gilmour ; “ she forgot herself when she
could not make her own caps no more
The most common servant would allowed you to direct her judgment aud
than she could earn them, and who scarcely have cared for the sort of life her heart. She would have gone to the
could not tell a mortgage from a love Linnie had led with the capricious Mrs. altar like a lamb to the sacridee after
>v Hon.a t y o f P o lis h . S n v i n g b n h o r , C l e a n .
letter, woke up one fatal morning and Carll.
you had convinced her it was her duty.
iew«, Ik u iJ ib ilify & F lie n p iir a s , V l i e e a a l e d t
found herself as poor as she had been in
j.O It! 8 ri B K O n „ P r i n ' ' ”i. (! .m t # n , M u * . .
Yet, like all noble souls, Linnie had You would have sold her to me that you
the days of her girlhood. She felt that exaggerated evert deed of real kindness, might live in idleness and self indulg
AHEAD
A L L T H E T IM E .
the only role of life left her was that of and in her gratitude forgot the petty ence. Erie, don’t be selfish ; I want to
Thu vary best goodo
“ interesting invalid in reduced circum wrongs, the senseless tyranny, and the have a word with the little one.”
direct from the Im
porters at. tja | ( tho
stances,” and Bheassumed it accordingly. unj ust burden of responsibility imposed
Linnie turned and put out both her
usual coat Beat j l i n vur off -rail t.r> Olnh Agon's -nA
E X P R E S S G P A R G B S P A ID .
large bnyers.
A
“ It was a crushing blow, my dear upon her young life.
pretty hands, with a little gesture of
Hew terras F R R K
Mrs. Grundy, I assure you, and I shall
“ What have I not done for you, Me coaxing deprecation.
* 'e llo w W rapp er for Anim al and W h ite for
TheGrcatAmericanTeaCompany,
never recover from it— never, ” she was linda ? Are you deaf that you stand
“ Forgive me, child,” he began, be
Human Flesh.
31 anti 3 ) Vcney Street, N e w Y ork .
won’t to say, pathetically, behind her there like a stone idiot and never an fore she could speak; “ I was bitterly
xs GOOD FOR
P. O Box 4 3 3 5 - _____________________________ _________ _
handkerchief of worn and ancient lace.
swer ? W ill you marry Mr. Gilmour, or disappointed when Erie refused to mar
Burns and Scalds,
Sprains and Bruises,
On this Thanksgiving eve she awoke will you refuse him and let your poor ry a rich woman whom I had chosen for
Chilblains, Frost Bites,Strii>phalt, W in d fa lls ,
THE
1
A L L E N ’S
Scratches^or Grease,
Foot Rot in Sheep,
from a prolonged slumber, and saw her old sick aunt, lie here and die of despair him. Finally I made conditions with
Chapped Hands,
Foundered Feet,
niece, Linnie, standing, pale and pen and poverty ?”
him. He was to stay there, looking to
Flesh W ounds,
Roup in Pimltry,
External Poisons,
sive, beside the window, blurred by the
Cracked Heels,
And then the sobs began to come, and my business, while I was to come here
Sand Cracks,
REMEDYi C o u c h * , G o ld * , C n n s n in p lln n ,
Epizootic,
delicate frost-tracery of the early night. she pleaded as only such a woman for and see you. If you proved to be all he
t . i h i i i n , Ifro n c h liiM . u«*d n il
G alls o f all kinds,
Lam e Back,
H iff
T h r o a t a n d L a n * - fle c t io n * .
“ Have you made up your mind yet, such a cause can plead.
Sitfast, Ring-bone.
represented I agreed to withdraw my
Hem orrhoids or Piles,
*
I n d o r s e d b v ih e P r e s s a n d
Poll
E
vil,
.
Toothache,
Linnie ?” she inquired fretfully.
P ilD IM O
P b v ste -la n e . T a k e n b v th o u
“ O, be merciful my dear child. It objections. The boy believed you so
Swellings, Tumors,
R heum atism ,
L
U
n
i
r
t
u
»
«
«
«
___
“ I —I have not, aunty,” faltered the will save my life, aud it will be a bless true that no length of silent absence
Garget in Cows.
Spavins, Sweeney,
TV-SOLD P.VKR'TWfHFR.K,_tg§
“ ck« ’ Teats, '
young girl, sighing as she turned from ing to you. Mr. Gilmour is an excep could make yon forget or accept another,
Cracked
FFistula,'
M ange/
is
T
h
e
G
r
E
a
t
l
M
t
f
i
i
n
i
l
y
II
e w k ly .
Callous, Lameness,
Caked Breasts,
the window and paused before a large tionality fine man, and onoe his wife you eh ? But, my child, I never had a
Horn Distemper,
Sore N ipp les,
glass vase, in which a magnificent Span
thought of allowing you to sacrifice
Crownscab, Quittor, C u rb, O ld Sores,
would want for nothing.”
Foul Ulcers, Karev,
Corns, W h itlow s,
ish lily had just burst into bloom. For
H E N R Y W A R D K F E C H E R ,’
And thus she persuaded and expostu yourself, and I arc. very fond and proud
Abccss o f the Udder, Cram ps, B o ils,
L t .1IA N A B B O T T ,
{
Linnie. those green, rich leaves and the lated, until the girl almost yielded, of you, nay children.”
Swelled Legs,
W e a k n e ss o f the Joints
A n TJnsectarian, Independent J onrnal.
odor of the creamy flower aroused tbe quite.
Thrush,
Contraction o f Muscles.
So they were all happy except Mrs.
Devoted to Religion, Morals, Reform, News. 1.icons
ture, Household Matters, Agriculture, Ac.
memory of a love sweeter than life and
Merchant’s G a rg lin g O il is the standard
“ Surely Erie Warford has nothing to Carll, who considered herself the most
p e r n a n iu ri, | > » - ii ic » p r e p n id .
Liniment o f the United States.
I-urge size,
and enduring as mortality itself.
vastly abused of all womankind.
A large cash commission p v d to sweats, hood S-ceab
do in causing you to hesitate ?”
$ i ; medium, 50c ; small, 25c. Sm all size for
stamp
f->r s-mple o -py.
a ddress
It was on one delicious April morniug
“ This is the happiest Thanksgiving
family use, 25c. M anufactured at Lookport,
“ Everything,” answered Linnie.
T H E C H R IS T IA N U N IO N , vtT Pork Place. N . Y .
N
.
Y
.,
by
Merchant's
G
a
rg
lin
g
O
il
Company.
that Erie Warford brought her the
of
my
life,”
said
Liimie’s
handsome
“ Melinda, I am ashamed of you,”
young bulb with its green leaf-plants cried her relative, roused into a fury of young lover, after they were all calm
.TORY HOBGF. Sec’y.
iiiiiimw»n—
just breaking through the sand and sham dismay.
“ Have you no self- again. “ Aud, by-the-way, I fancy this
water of the crystal jar, and bade her respect that you still care for one who lovely lily kept back its blossom icy my
tend it carefully in memory of him. has treated you infamously ?”
leturn. It. should have bloomed weeks
They were not quite so poor then as
ago. Did it. too.’with my love, whisper
“ Ho may be dead, aunty.”
they were now. They had pretty rooms,
“ Dead 1 What a silly lunatic you are 41 wait ?’ WaR it a long waiting, dear ?”
Is perfectly ptrre. P ron on reed the. best by the hijrfv.
and she had plenty of work coloring to be sure! Erie may have a rich grand
“ Very long—very sorrowfully long,”
net medical authorities in the world. Gtven highest
aw ard at 1*2 W o rld’* Expositions, and at Pans, I'tT*.
photographs jn a dingy pretension of a father, whom he will find it profitable to she returned; and a tear, for past un
g o ld by Druggists. \V . I I . S c h i r f f v lin A : <1©.. N X.
studio, where she sang all day long please in marrying. But it is profound rest and present bliss, dropped again
T lt e A n lifW H e iu A lc o h o l t i m p d at l. n s i . ,
and dreamed happy dreams of her lover ly evident to me that when the young into the white heart of the winter lily.
THE FATHER MATHEW REMEDY
and her future when she should be his man left you he did not intend to re
la a oertnin and speedy cure for intemporan©*. It de
wife.
stroys all appetit« for aioohdie liquors atid builds up
turn. He is just the sort of man to
the nervous eyslein.
A f t e r a iir h u s i - b , wr a n y
Natnral History in chuuks— Tbe
It was spring then, and the days were amuse himself in a flirtation of this kind.
i n i r m p e r n 'e i n d n lg e n c e . n s i n g le le i i - p o n n Donkey.
I 11I w i l l r e m o v e n il m e n tn l n.»id t > s »s ic n l d e .
long and warm, and she was satisfied For gracious sake don’t let Mr. Gilmour
p r e a a io n . It also cures every kind of F kvtcu, D t o
“ What do I see hero ?”
with life and all it might bring, despite suspect anything of it.”
PKr s t t and T o b f ix u t y o r t h e L iv e r . Sold by all
dm gaids. S I perboctlo. Pamphlet on “ Alcohol, tte
“ It is a dockey, my boy— one of the
the peevish and eternal repinings of her
The girl* turned, her dark eyes afire
Effects on the Human Body, sod Icterapersooc as a
T
H
E
0
Diseaso.” sent free. F a t h e r M a t h e w lV -g n b a n c *
largest ami finest specimens ever shen.”
burdensome relative.
and her delicate cheeks aflame.
AND MANCFACTTTRIHO C o ., 3 «{ Bond Hr.. New York.
“ Didn’t tbe donkey used to have
It was winter now, and the days were
“ I shall tell Mr. Gilmour,” she em
lANUYACTCRY,
brief and dark, with storm and trouble. phatically declared ; “ and then it he still wings and fly ?”
“ He did; but lie was of no account
She had no work, and the last penny of desires me for a wife, I will marry him.”
her earnings was gone. All her hand
She bad scarcely uttered her sudden among the birds; he was given two extra
Excursions to Linooln, Nebraska,
legs and deprived of his w iD g s,”
some dresses and precious trinkets were decision when her elderly suitor came.
L e a v e N e w Y o r k a n d N e w K n g ln m t t h e
T h ir d T u e s d a y In e v e r y ll o n t l i. Rtcvnnoo
“
Where
is
he
now
found
?”
in the pawn-shop. The last coal was
The gentleman looked curiously doubt
No. | S leaves N E W
Y O R K , T T T K H D A Y '.
Is the Old Reliable Concentrated Lye
“ Travelers can hardly run amiss of
dying out in the grate, and the last ful and anxious.
D e c e m b e r 17th. F a r e a b o u t b a l l rearulrur
Perhaps his old heart
R a te *;.
Fast trains and tirst-clasa accommodationa
him wherever they go.”
crumbs in the cupbourd would not have was not au icicle after all !
guaranteed. For descriptive Laud Circulars, Informa
“ B at why does the donkey have such
tion about Tioket", etc , send address on Postal Card t »
fed “ the one sparrow for whom God
“ Then I can never hope that you will
Directions accompanying each can for making Bard,
P I , I N V .11D O If K. 3 1 7 tti on d w a v. V e w V r w k .
careth.”
Soft and Toilet Soap q u ic k ly .
love me?” he observed, after listening to long earB ?”
“ He was either first intended for a
Of Erie Warford she had not heard what Linnie had to tell him of Erie
IT IS FULL WEIGHT AXV BTREXGTR.
The market is flooded with (so-called) Concentrated
Paper, 13 Kreeloneo. 3 She* tu Colored P*per. I le a d
rabbit, or the rabbit was first intended
since the day on which he had brought Wei lord.
Lye, whioh is adulterated with salt and rosin, and icon*' Pencil. 3 Pen*. 1 Text, 13 Oimic Cards,
hni houette%
her the souvenir flower. He might be
36 Mottoes, Hi Palter -a for Fancy Work, 113 DeoalooShe turned upon him her proud, still, for a donkey; and nature could never moled »oap.
manie. 131 Embossed Pictor-a. 60 Fancy O n smen «,
BATE VOXF.r, AXV Br r THE
fully unravel the mystery. If his ears
nntrne, or he might be dead, or tbe white face,
1 Penboloer, 3 Bx-k M rk <,6 Bl -ck Teb'ets. S P-c u r»
Oards, 30 ■'or »n-Book P;oture«, I Xmas Banner, I G n o a
haughty and ecoentrio old grandfather
CJnder that impassive mask she were small, like those of ahorse, he could
Age Oa- de. 3 Xm»a ' iardn, I Toy Par -ao . Pri- e, 42 ote..
might have cajoled him into some love thought that to the Jay of her death she not stand and flop them when be had
by mail, 6S 1 1*
Retail vslae. FI 16
Peeto//* riamjm
taken. J.J A Y G O U LD. |O B Tee field
.Boston. Ma-w.
a p o n i f i
less, selfish marriage.
an idle hour, and would, perhaps, resort
could carry a passioD-hauntotl heart.
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“ Don’t be uneasy about the future,
“ Begging your pardon,” she replied : to some vicious practice, like cribbing
P en n sylvan ia Salt M a n u f g Co.,
O L O T 1 I EM A W A Y ,
little one,” Erie had said at parting. “ was not this to be a business trans and kicking.”
P II (L A H E L P I I I A.
“ The old gentleman has never refused action f»nly ?”
‘ •Is his song anything like the sad
But darn them. Routs*a N * s f i
B’ RirrNO, K a n o v hTirOHiHO
notes of the whip poor-will ?”
me anything, and he will not oppose me
He smiled at the ready response.
AND D a k NTVU
TTA-OH.WENT,
seriously in such a momentous matter as
oau l>e a plied to
hewing
“ Not a bit. When you hear the sad
“ Which we must discusH and arrange
onohinn. and e kh it the oper
marriage. Before this lillv flowers you in a snre and proper way,” be said, and notes of the bird you n^med you think
ator o n easily dam ^ockimoa
A U K P A 11> every soldier disabled in line
1* well a« table aad bed iineo.
shall be my wife, aud he will be quite as made his departure only half pleased.
of some dear dead friend. When yon •f duty, by A c c i d e n t or o t h r i -w i n e . A
•len i f r it.
W O U N D of any kind, loss of F I N proud and fond of you as he is indulgent
K -oin 4 , Son Build'ng,
Shortly after variotu and costly arti hear tbe strains of the donkey you think « K K , T O K o r K Y K . R C P T V R 8 ,
N .w York
to me.”
but slistht, or B U e a k o o f M I1 V V S .
cles for a superb feast were sent up to of some dear friend who ought to be If
M O U N T V —Discharge for Wound, inturBut. that was very long ago ; and as the little room.
dead for not coming around with his los or Rupture, g i v c h F U L L H o u i i i t .
NEWSPAPERS
and
MAGAZINtS
L o s t l l e r s e s , O ll l r t - r * ' A r o o m i t t
she thought of the inexplicable absence
at clnb ra'«e. Time, trouble and ex Dense saved by sub
“ Wo shall have our Thanksgiving shotgun and a full bag of swan shot. and n i l W a r C ln ln t n x e t l l H . K K gcnuing through
threugn the Rooky Mountain! Kabeenption
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They Relate Their Experience.
Though young in years, the paragrapher of the New York Express pre
tends to be old in experience. Hear
him: “ A fellow never feels so much
li lie studying up divorce law as when,
jumping into bed in the early morning,
be breaks a slat, his wife screams and
rolls on the floor, the baby shrieks, the
glass of water on the chair at the foot
of the bed careens over, and to crown
all the gas goes out.” “ This youth has
probably had the nightmare ” (adds the
Rome Sentinel, in a positive tone),
“ and evidently is not a married man at
all. The idea of a married man jump
ing into bed in the early morning is ab
surd, to begin with.
He would not
jump in. He would steal to bed softly
— slide in, as it were— and if his wife
should discover his movements he
would make her believe he had been
home since half past teD, and was sim
ply turning over. Again, every married
man knows, when he jumps into bed and
breaks a slat, he falls down on the floor
himself, and his wife rolls against him.
The wife does not scream, and a baby
was never known to shriek under such
circumstances. The wife says, “ There 1
now !” and the baby appeals. And then
the idea of a glass of water ou a chair
at the foot of the bed 1 What married
man or woman ever puts a glass of
water there ? Then, too, at its safe re
treat at the foot of the bed, the glass of
water is represented as careening!
Oh-ho-ho-ho-o-o ! Only think of it all.
He feeling like studying up divorce
law, too. No wonder the gas went out.
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Au English physician says in Cassell's
M agasvne: I would strongly advise
those who are subject to rheumatism to
be very careful what they eat and drink;
if there be any form of dyspepsia, that
should at once be seen to. Olten rheumatio people are weak in the stomach,
subject to acidity and flatulence. The
temptation to take antacids for the cor
rection of the acidity is often great, and
patients will dose themselves with the
bicarbonate of soda aud potash, forget
ting that these alkalies are very weaken
ing. In severe cases of heartburn the
pain and distress must be relieved by a
tesspoonful or two of bicarbonate of
soda, in a large tumblerful of lukewarm
water ; soon after, the fauces had better
be tickled with a feather, when the of
fending contents of the stomach will be
expelled.
But tone ought to be given to the
stomach by some such medicine as the
following : Take of the tincture of chiretta four drams, of the citrate of iron
and quinine one draru, and of water
twelve onnces. The dose is one ounce,
or two tablespoonfuls, three times a day.
The quantity as well as the quality.of
the food should be studied.
Never
over-eat— rather adopt the old-fashioned
plan of getting up from the table a little
hungry ; but let what you do eat be of
the best and nourishing. Avoid beer
and most wines. Solid food is less apt,
in my opinion, to produce acidity, but
in winter eoups may be used ; these
26
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home circle, biographies of the good
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and great, anecdotes, art, invention,
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travels, curiosities of foreign life, the
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Did you ever know of a lieu being
set to music?
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A new town in Idaho has been mined
Onegirlia, because there is only one
girl there.

L E 3R A R Y !

England appears to be getting
ready to carry on war in four or live
languages.

PENNY READING ROOM.

The Just Brothers are doing busi
ness on Broadway, N e w York.
It is
the only firm of the kind iu that city.
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A council of eminent physicians
have decided that there is no permanaut cure for a secondary attack of
suicide.
M r. Murphey has talked so much
and so loud this fail that his mouth
is bawled. Although he still retains
his mustache.
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EST”Foil owing is a Catalogue of Books in
the Phillips Circulating Library, with their
N umbers:—
£SF“ For Kates, etc;., see first page.

No. 1. Atlas of Aroostook County
2. Polar and Tropical Worlds
Harting
3. Jesus and his Biographers
Furness
4. Prize Essays on a Congress of Nations
5. Joseph 11 and his Court
Muhlbah
6. Daughter of an Empress
7. Marie Antoinette A her Son
From all that we can learn of the
8. Napolean A the Queen of Persia “
9. Old Fritz
cable dispatches, the geography of
10. Centennial Celebration of Bangor
11, Underground or Life Below Surface
Europe and Asia is made up almost
13. An Examination of Phrenology
wholly ot frontiers.
13. Old Testament Unveiled
Putman
14. Saint Honan's Well
Waver! y Novels
15. Confession of Harry Larreque
W e suppose, speaking of Moses, the
10. Waverly Novels
reason the Lord buried him where no
17. Press of Maine. The
Griffin
18. Reveries of a Bachelor
Ike Marvel
man could ever find his grave, was to
19. Frederick the Great a Court Muhlhali
prevent the Ohio medical students
30. Miss Gilbert's Career
21. Memoir of Josiah Peet.
from runing away with the body be
22. Can the Old Love?
23. lrvingiana
liv in g
fore it was cold.
24. Bible Stories.
25. Foe in the Household
Caro. Chesehro
St. Louis reporter has been sued for
26. Marquis of Villemur
George Sand
27. Garth.
Hawthorn
$15,000 damages.
He doesn’t mind
28. Phrenology.
Spurzhaim
being sued so much, but it seems to
29. Men of Our Times
H. H. Stowe
30. Sights and Secrets of National Capital
perplex him to know just where he is
31. Life in Utah, &c.
Bezde
going to get the money, and what he
32. Works of Shakespear, The
33. Maine in the War
Whitman A True
can do with so much wealth after he
34. Tell It AH
Mrs. Stenhouse
35. Reflections on Works of God
Sturm
gets it.
36. Life of l)r. Kane
Dr.Elder
37.
Casket,
The
Tell you what, there is something
38. Ladies Magazine.
39. Critical History of the late A m ’n W ar
in blood and the pride of birth, alter
40. Journal of Health
all. The Virginia papers are urging
41. Oliver Twist.
41. Gaston’s Collections.
the people o( that state not to permit
43. Field, Forest & Garden
Gray
a “ false pride” to prevent their endors
44. Astoria—Vol. I
•
Irving
45.
“
Vol.
II
ing and advocating repudiation of the
46. Hints Concerning Greenwood
47. Romance of History—Vol. I
state debts.
48.
“
“
Vol. II
49. European Life and Manners—Vol. I
A Seymour, Indiana man, picked up
60.
“
“
“
Vol. II
a stick of cordwood the other night,
51. Sermons by the Monday Club.
53. Hitherto
Mrs. "Whitney
and chased a cat across the back yard.
53. The H. Family
54. Swallow Barn
Kennedy
He didn’t catch the cat, but he caught
55. Maine State Year Book for 1878
the clothes line with his teeth and now
56. Washington and his Generals Headley
57. Recollections of Layfayette— I^Cbxjuet
when he smiles the corners of his
58.
“
“
Vol II
59 63. Works of Mrs. Sherwood—5 Vois.
mouth pass each other at the back of
64. Home for All
his neck.
65. Dr. Yeoman on Consumption
66. The Great Western Cook Book
You can buy the best hard wood in
67. Historj of the U. S.
Goodrich
68. Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands
southern Indiana for two dollars a cord
69-70.Recolections of a Life Time (2 vols.J
71. Sketches in Switzerland.
It used to be cheaper than that in Bur
73. Diary of Kitty Trevylyn
lington, before they made us quit steal
73-4.The Desultory Man—2 Vols
75. The Headsman
ing it off the government islands.—
76-7.Life of Lord Edward—2 Vols
This government never did care very
78. Fireside Education
79. The Lofty and the Lowly
much for the prosperity for its citi
8). Ethel’s Love life
81. Hopes and Fears
zens.
8;. Political Geognsy
83.
A Popular Treatise
A light and airy exchange, a gay
84. Three Days on the White Mountains
8>. Our Village
*
and fluttering butterfly in the world
86. Oriental Annual
of journalism, says when “ ihe M ar
87. Advice of a Father to his Son
84. Madge
H. 73. G.
quis of Lome and tho two children of
89. On Both Sides of the Sea
the queen drive out, tlie marquis sit
9,). Flag Ship.
91. Picnic Papers
Dickens
on the front seat with his back to the
9*. Skimming*
93. Memoir of Felix Neff
Gilley
driver.” N ow , just see how nice it is
94. Fern Leaves from Fannie's Portfolio
to know all about these things.
Iler
95. A Life for a Love
96. Tutti Frutti
Prim e
we had always supposed that when the
97. Domestic Portraiture
marquis sat on the front seat at all,
98-9.The Far West—2 Vols
10 1. The Winter Studies
instead of silting with his back to the
1 2.Daisy Chain, The—2 Vols
3. Ruth Hall
Fanny Fern
driver, he twisted himself around side
4. President Lincoln’s Administration
ways. and thrust his legs out of the
Grace A w jiler
5. Home Influence
Die.kns
6. Great Expectations.
carnage window and let his feet daugle
Beecher
7. Redeemer and Redeemed
down against the panel.
W e didn’t
8. Captain Sam.
119. Philo
think lie often occupied the front seat
0. Riley’s Narrative
Clo jue
1. Private Life of Layfayette
under any circumstances, being under
2. Giafar A1 Barmeki
the impression that he usually rode
3. Advice to Young Men
4. American Cottage Life
on the box with the driver and talk
6. Western Travels
ing horse to him.
6, Sketches in Switzerland
7-8,1’elayo—2 Vols
9, Ailiford
The time is close at hand when men
>
121, The Pride of Life
who make big steals will not be able
Mrs. Winslow
1, Memoir
Manuel
of
Agriculturj
Emerson
to hide themselves and escape capture
3, The Victims of Society
4,
Winter
Studies
and
Summer
Rambles
as they once did. Every oue remem
5, Child at Home, The
bers the fight and capture of Tweed.
6-7.City of the Sultan—2 Vols
8, Letters from Abroad
Charles W . AngelK, the defaulting
9, Hester, the Bride of the Islands-poem
secretary of the Pullman palace car
130, Hallig, or the Sheepfold in the Waters
1, Hymns for Mother and Children
company, who absconded with a very
2, Farmer’s Barn Book
3, Friendships Offering
large sum of money, and was recently
4, Married or Single
captured iu Portugal, is another illus
5, Russell's Elocution
6, Europe, Asia & Africa
tration of the way the great globe is
7, Governmental Instruction
being encompassed with a p dice de8, Manuel of Phonography
Pittm an
9, Lytiria. Poem
tec’ive force. The company employ
140. Hopes and Fears
1, Homestead on the Hillside
ed a great many detectives after the
2-3.Conquest of Grenada—2 Vols
defalcation became known, but it was
4, Tales of a Traveller
5, Leaves from the Tree Igdrasyl
not until two days after Angell’s flight
6, Alone
7, El Fureidis
from Chicago that any trace of him
8, Ship and Shore
was found.
lie was seen in N ew
9, Notions of the Americans
150, Mimic Life
A n na Cora Retchie
York ; after that he disappeared and
1, Parley's Magazine—2 Vols
is not yet known on what vessel he
2, Lights a Shadows of African History
3-4,Peter Simple—2 Vols
sailed for Europe or where he has been
5, Anecdotes of the Animal Kingdom
6, The School Fellow
in his wanderings.
Last October,
7, Asiatic History
after scouring the entire country and
8-62, Tales and Novels—4 Vols
163. Lights and Shadows of Ethiopia
cabling to the police authorities of the
4, Celebrated American Indians
civilized world in vain, the idea of
5, Ancient and Modern Literature
6, Curiosities of Human Nature
printing a circular letter and a descrip
7, American Indians
8, Tales and Sketches
tiou of Angell was hit upon.
This
9, Flashes of Light from Spirit Land
letter was translated into five languag170, The Golden Hour
1, Life of George Washington
Weems
es and accompanied by photographs of
2, Duncan Dunbar
Chaplin
the defaulter, where distributed by
3, Young People’s History of Maine
4, Divine Attribute.
Swdenborg
thousands through North and South
5, Glances and Glimpses
6,
Biography
of
A
B
Whiting
America, Europe, Australia, Japan.
7, T.ie Crucible
China, aud the islands of the South
8. Flours of Elocution
9, Crayon Reader
Sea and die Pacific ocean, and to all
130, Richard Vandemark
consuls of the United States wherever
1, Vocal Culture
Murdock
2 Miramich
located. It is to one o f these that
3’ Manuel of Elocution
4. Spring’s Comedies
the capture of Angell is due.
With
5, Bates’ Doctrines
electric currents and solar pictures and
0, Italian Conversation
Millennial Experience
Underwood
big rewards and eager detectives on
A History of Rome
9, Brief Poems
the scout of a runaway who has a big
130, School Government.
Jewell
pile ot money with him, there is not
1, Speeches and Lectures
Fessenden
2, The Cloven Foot
much chance for him to escape miles3, The Pioneers
he flee into the mountains of Hepse4, Newman's Political Economy
5, Course of Readings
dam, where the lyin’ roareth aud th
6, A Two-Fold Life
First Ripe Fruit Gathered
vvhangdoodle mournetli for its cash ac
*
A Offenbach in America
count.
9, Pong of Hiawatha
TjongfeV'n

THE

Abbott

1, Jane Eyre
2, Anna Clayton

3. Kenneth
4—5. Bracebridge Hall—2 Vols
6-7..Karl Werner—2 Vols
8 , John Godfrey's Fortunes B ay’d Taylor
Adams
9, Tales Upon Texts
21(1. The Pioneer Boy
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
1, Hedged In
2, Life Among the Flowers
Abbott
3, Tulla
M rs Hall
4, Midsummer Eve
5, Nicholl's Theology
6 , My Brothers Keeper
7,- Dana’s Muck Manual
8, Juvenile Keepsake
9. Traveling Bachelor
220, Young Christian, The
Gail H am iltonl
1, Wool Gathering
2, Flours, Birds and Insects
3, The Tanner Boy
4, Lord Bantam
5, Report of Magnetieal Experience
«, Rainbows for Children
W hittier
7, Patience of Hope, The
8, Belzoni's Travels
9, Genesis and Geology
230, Manners and Customs of ppl. Nations
M clntoh
1, The Lofty and Lowly
2, Lady Byron Vindicated
K S Phelps
3, Story of Avis
4. Good Things
Fame and Fortune
Wandering R e c o l l e c t i o n s
7, Unawares
8, Auto-Biography of Joseph Bates
9, Painter, Nilder and Vrrnishers’ Coinp.
240, Religious Amendment to Constitution
1, World and it* Inhabitants, The
*> Scenes of Wealth
51 St. Honan's Well
4, llis Grandmothers
5 , Mendelssohn’s Letters
Oliver Optic
’ 6, Dikes and Ditches
7, Down the Rhine
8, Phonthell Recollections
M rs. Sigourney
9, Myrtis
250, Broken Bud, The
Gaussen
1, W orld’s Birthday, The
Bonar
2, Hymns of Faith and Hope
Whitmore
3, Doctrine of Immortality
4, Irving’s Works
5, Paradise Lost
6, The Scripture Club of Valley Rest
7, Great Mysteries
8, Try Again
9, Sayings of Litile Ones
260, Physiology and Calesthenic Exercises
1, .Mothers’ Friend
2, Twelve Years With the Children
8, Angel Voices
4, Auto-Biography of Lemuel Norton
5, Dorothea Trudgel
6, Handbook of Penmanship
7, Book of Golden Deeds
8, Improvement of the Mind
9, The Seasons
270, Self Knowledge
1, Prairie Missionary
2, Tired of Housekeeping
3, I,o v e r s and Husbands
4, The Silver Penny Series
5, The Heiress
6, Discovery of the Polar Regions
7, Nhe Religious Souvernier
8, Democracy
9, Pastor’s Daughter
280, Life of Alexander the Great. Williams
1, Six Months in a Convent
Two Years Before the Mast
Phelps
3, Last Leaf from Sunny Side
4, New Zelander, The
5, Scenes of A m ’n Wealth and Industry
8, Irish Amy
7, Atlantic Tales
8, Philosophical Catechism
Mrs. Smith
9, May
290, China and the English
1, Constance Latimer
o- Mother's Gold Ring
Brother Bertie
4, Child Life of Luther
5, Atlantic Souvernier
Scott
6 , Ivan hoe
7, Pleasant Hours with Good Children
8, The Robins
9, Anecdotes
300, Forget Me Not
1, Practical Hints
2, Lucy Nelson
3, Man of Feeling
4, Cortez
5, Ben Holt’s Good Name
0, Union
7, Engineer’s Pocket Guide
8, The ChiW> Present
9, Loitering Linus
310. Pleasanr Stories
1, Memoirs of H. Page
2, The Royal Oak
3, Letters of John Q. Adams
4, Alphabet of Botany
5, Old Market Cart
(’>, Mrs. Barbabauld’s Lessons
Uncle Sam on Phrenology
A Glover Hill
9, Mrs. Holland’s Tales
320, The Martyr Wife
1, Trial ot the Pope
*> Life of Balboa
3' The Eastern Question
4. The Farm
The Useful Christian
6, Sandwich* Islands
7, The Balance
8, Thompson's Seasons
9, Life of George Washington
Sparks
33'.), Violet
McIntosh
1, Two Lilies
Julia Kavanauh
2, Two Sicilies, The
Sleeper
3 , Travels iu Europe and the East
4, Notions of the Americans
5, Miramich
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It. is an eight-page, forty-eight column pa
per, issued Wednesday morning, and contains
all the latest news from all parts of the world,
together with a variety of

C H O IC E L I T E R A T U R E ,
I L L US TEA T E I) S T O R IE S .
M A S O N IC ,
F A S H I O N , and
S O C IE T Y G O S S IP .

is a special feature, conducted by one of the
most celebrated agricultural writers of the
period, and tlie discussions which appear each
week have been commended by the press
throughout the entire country. The

DAIRY AND LIVE STOCK DEPARTMENT
is exceedingly well conducted. The result of
numerous experiments made by the writer will
be clearly set forth in an intelligent manner,
and every Farmer or Stock-Raiser .must ac
quire valuable information from the contents
of each issue.
The Articles on

A P IC U L T U R E
are contributed by a gentlemen who has suc
cessfully mastered the business, and cares for
upwards of One Hundred Colonies of Bees.
The extended

Marlxot

O n ly

7 5

CROCKERY & GLASS WARE
IN

C en ts

11

Y e a r !

A lso a L a rg e Display of

L adies’ C loakings!
FL A N N E L SUITINGS, &c

Postmasters, Newsdealers

Big Drive damps!

and others to get up clubs, we make the fol
lowing liberal offer :
Any person sending a Club of Five or more
for one year, can retain 25 cents from each sub
scription, remitting to us 60 cents for each
name, and a copy of the paper will be sent
weekly to all said subscribers, postage paid,
for one year.
It is not necessary for all the names tobe ad
dressed to the same office.
Subscriptions may begin at any time, and the
address changed as often as the subscriber di
rects, without additional charge.
Remit by Post Office Order or Registered let
ter to the

NEW YORK W E E K LY A TLA S ,
N O . 9 S P R U C E S 'l., N . Y .

SI,000SPremiums!

U

(S E E B E L O W ) .
The Best Assortment of

L adies’ Skirts,
L adies’ Fine Kid Boots,
L adies’ Serge button do.
L adies’ Skirts.
Shawls,
N u b ia s!

FfktFS AND BOYS BOOTS!

— AND—

might go on with this enumeration, but
Commissions to All. WEonly
mention a few leading articles tbe
object of which ia to induce ydti to

AGENTS WANTED

Come in and See for Yourselves.

In Every Post Town in the United States

Special Opening !

To send supscriptions for

BURLINGTON
HAWKEYE.

Send five cents for copy and terms to agents.

H A W K E Y E PUB. CO.,
4tio

H

u x 'l i n s t o n ,

I n .

S. L. B A L K A M ,

Strong. Maine.
D R U Q S l
M edicines.!
P a te n t

Chem icals!

M o d ic in o s , A c .
— A I.S O —

Surgical A Dental Instruments,
Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes.
Perfumery, Fancy and Toilet Articles, Etc.
17
have also on hand a large stock of Dry
Goods, Groceries, Choice Tobaccos&nd Cigars.

M.

W.

HARDEN,

W e propose to have a

Every Thirty Days.
J jp ’W e shall commence Monday,
Oct. 21, to sell

Lamps »

Reticules, Umbrellas <Sc Carriage T rim 
mings.
Corner Main Street and Broadway,
FA R M IN G TO N , ME,
15

t ^ D o n ’t take any body’s word, if they tell
you the goods are imperfect. W e guarantee
every article we sell.

W hy

Ac C O . ,

2d—W e buy twice as many as any other firm
in town.
These facts alone ought to convince the
public that we certainly have an advantage,
and for “Cash Down” we propose to give our
customers the benefit of it.

F r e s li S to c k J u s t I n .
| *r-N ow is a flood time to call and examine.

A. TOOTHAKER & CO.,
7tf

P H IL L IP S (Upper Village), Me.

E.

W I L L ,

HAIR DRESSER ! WATCHES, CLOCKS
Next to Barden House,

J
V
L
. W, DUTTON,
Manufacturer and Dealer in

N E W STORE! N E W GOODS !
•T.

M O C C A S I N S ,

«S £ e .

Particular attention paid to Custom
Phillips, Me.

I>. E S T Y ,

G. A. FLETCHER, Propr.

F

O

IJ

IT

!

Groceries and Confectionery,
PAINTS, OILS & VARNISHES.

l y C o m e and see my goods and price*.
J. 1). ESTY, (Old stand of Major Dill.)
Phillips. Oct. 18th.
6

M.

CHANDLER,

BLACKSMITH!
Pliillips,

IVE
nino.

Particular attention paid to Interfering and
Over-reaching, also to Edge Tool work.

Physician °Surgeon

26

£3F“Free Coach to aruf from the Depot.

t * i i :% J»1 431

Loo Stoyoll, prop’r ,
Farmington, Maine.

6m

Optical
W atch

Goods!

R e p a ir in g

No. 8 Beal Block,

C. L. TOOTHAKER, M. D.,
Frirminston, IV
E
o
.,

— AND—

S p e c ia l t y .

a

26*

Phillips, Maine.

Dealer in

F

W.

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,

J E%W E L R Y ,

T
V
E
aiu
o.

D ry Goods, Groceries, Corn,
FLOUR, CROCKERY, H A R D W A R E , Ac.
N.B.-Tourists will find everything in Canned
Goods and general Camping Supplies. Goods
always fresh, and best the markets afford.
Rangelev, Maine.
*

It ?

l m

1st—We pay Cash for our Goods.

Dealer In

P P ” Clean Towel and plenty bay R u t
for every customer.
*52

Dealers in

20 cts.

WE. DEFY COMPETITION !

F A S H IO N A B L E

Y O U N G

TOW N.

At this low price no one can afford to be
without it.
As an inducement for

T ru n k s , Travelin g Bags,

L i v r v-.v

Groceries,
Corn,
Dry Goods,
Woolens,

Report*

excel those of any Weekly periodical.
The immense circulation enables us to place
the price within the reach of every family in
the United States.

Boots,Shoes,Hats,Caps,Furs,

IS’ c \v

The L a rg est Stock
o
r
-

THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT

Deader in

52

Direct from the W est.

O R IG IN A L P O E M S ,

A. S. BUTTERFIFLD,

work.
Under Masonic Hall.

300 B A R R E L S

Send Seventy-five Cents and Receive it for
O N E
Y E A R .

Portland, Maine State Press, Daily Advertis
er, Sunday Times, Transcript.
Rockland, Free Press, Courier, Gazette.
Elk ltiver (Minn.) Weekly News.
Arostook Sunrise, North Star.
Lewiston, Journal, Gazette.
Augusta, Farmer, Banner.
Gardiner Home Journal.
Farmington Chronicle.
Burlington Hawkeye.
Ellsworth American.
FaiRpeld Chronicle.
Anson Advocate.
Belfast Journal.
Dexter Gazette.
Bath Commercial.
N 3W York Atls.

\V.

ave It !

YORK

W EEKLY ATLAS.

EXCHANGES.

G .

NEW

Phillips,

Maine.

3Iorrlson. .Tj-.,

A tto rn e y
Phillips,

at
- -

.

Law,
Maine

Union N at’l Bank,
OF P IIIX jI

jIFS.

----- o----B usiness H o c k s :—10 a. m. to 12 m. 1 to *
p. m.
N. B. B e a l , Prest. |J. E. T h o m p s o n . Cashier.
Beal Block, Phillips, Me.

A L D E N J. B L E T H E N ,

A ttorn ey a t Law,
PORTLAND ,
M A INE .
Ply-Prom pt attention given to all business
sent from Franklin County. Practice In all
the courts off the State, and special attention
given tn practice in the United States Courts.

111. W . M O O U E ,
CRA YON

P o r tr a it A r tis t,
OPPOSITE POST 0PEICE,
^a.-AA.S'iLA(S»t«.,

"

3 V E «tA xx© «.

